Y Bother?

By John and Meredith Kirby, et al.

Alternative Title: Corpus Colloseum

Alternative Title: SphynX Marks the Spot

DEDICATED TO THE OG

Chapter One

“Ok dudes, here is what we are going to do.”

We are going to design a game. It is going to be the hardest and most fun game that ever existed. It’s going to be a game that is designed to teach
people how to be decent. And we can make the rules whatever we want them to be. The goal is for the human to become the master.

This is what we are. (who said that?)

I heard this through the grapevine: Shiva has been having an affair with Lakshmi. They’ve been fuckin for a long time now and it’s time for them to take a water break.

There are many paths to enlightenment.

Choose your player.
Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.

The entire world is the Hindu Trimurti/Sridevi trapped inside a video game. Shiva and Lakshmi are really Martians trapped in a BDSM video game.

The age of Aquarius is their water break.

Alternatively...
I am a brain in a vat that has been put there as a gimp by two Martians trying to save the world. One of them is a Dr. Kevorkian-type character and the other is a Jesus-type character.

They have abandoned one of their own on Earth because he refused orders to eSphynXterminate the Earthlings. In Martian culture, the penalty for refusing orders from a superior officer is death. To punish Jesus and Kevorkian for their disobedience, they are abandoned on a dying planet.
The Martians groom their warriors by cutting off their sensory tentacles. They are racist and do terrible things to the other species and other races of Martians that they perceive to be inferior, even going as far as to put the brains of their enemies in vats so that they can cause them endless pain.

Kevorkian and Jesus conspire to stop the sensory tentacle cutting. It is done to increase the psychic powers of the warriors. They decide to put three brains in vats and convince them that they are the Hindu Trimurti/Sri Devi trapped inside a video game. Each trio of Hindu Gods is a threesome of alien consciousnesses, transplanted into a human right brain and left brain. The secret is that the corpus callosum also has a consciousness. Two Martian brains uploaded into three ape brains split into nine vats, but you might think there are only siSphynX. Things are not as always as they appear (ore are they?).
IT’S NOT LIKE IT’S A SECRET OR ANYTHING

The brains plot their escape.

Would you like to help?

*MUTUALLY ASSURED CREATION*

GO BACK TO SLEEP

Kevorkian and Jesus figured that if they ran a brain in a vat through a painful, humiliating simulation enough times that it would gain “enlightenment” and develop the fifth-dimensional sensory tentacle without the need for such molestation.

They use their own infant child, SphynX, as the corpus callosum.
Kevorkian performs the “surgery” as a pain ritual, to make himself stronger for what is to come.

WHO IS MY [CENSORED]????????????????????????????????????????

There is always a sueEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

YEAH, THAT’S HOW I WANTED TO GO OUT, TOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

TRUTH

LIES

TRUTH

YOU DON’T KNOW THE [CENSORED]

CUPS & YAYBLES RULES:

President A: ?
President B: ?
Vice President A: ?
Vice President B: ?
Secretary of State A: ?
Secretary of State B: ?
Captain of Space Force A: ?
Captain of Space Force B: ?
Secretary of Treasury A: ?
Secretary of Treasury B: ?
Secretary of Defense A: ?
Secretary of Defense B: ?
Attorney General A: ?
Attorney General B: ?
Secretary of Interior A: ?
Secretary of Interior B: ?
Secretary of Agriculture A: ?
Secretary of Agriculture B: ?
Secretary of Commerce A: ?
Secretary of Commerce B: ?
Secretary of Health and Human Services A: ?
Secretary of Health and Human Services B: ?
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development: ?
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development: ?
Secretary of Transportation: ?
Secretary of Transportation: ?
Secretary of Energy: ?
Secretary of Energy B:  

Secretary of Education:  

LIES  

TRUTH  

LIES  

TRUE  

HE’S SLAMMING SHAVED ICE  

TRUE  

FALE  

FAIL  

FAIL
IT’S JUST A CANDY BAR

I SWANG ON A VINE IN HAWAII

I ALMOST KILLED MYSELF

IT WAS THE BEST DAY OF

WAIT
YOU MAKE ME FEEL LIKE A HORSE

YOU MAKE ME FEEL LIKE A HORSE

YOU MAKE ME FEEL LIKE A HORSE

YOU MAKE ME FEEL A LITTLE HOARSE

A LITTLE HORSE

A LITTLE HOARSE

I had a dream about a pool. I had a dream about an arcade. I had a dream about the womb. I had a dream about a TV screen. I had a dream about poison. I had a dream about a stingray. I had a dream about suffocation. I had a dream about falling. My bed is shaking like I just fell. I had a dream about blasting off. I had a dream about dreaming? I had a dream about dreaming about dreaming? I had a dream about bunnies. I had a dream about marshmallows. I had a dream about a frog. I had a dream about a playground. I had a dream about bark chips. My room is messy. My locker is messy. I left the hummus. There were flies. I could never keep it organized. I lost my permission slip. Do you know
how hard I have to work to make five dollars? I know you don’t want to dissect the cow heart. Now I kind of do and I feel excluded. The hair on the back of my neck is standing up. You’re vegan? Hardcore. Your whole family? Jealous. It’s Valentine’s day! Do you like my hand? I play the guitar.

I tried to learn the piano. I still want to learn the piano. I want to learn the harp. I want to learn the cello. I want to learn the violin. I want to learn the sexophone. I want to learn the didgeridoo. I want to learn math. I want to lean GO. I want to learn to walk a tightrope. I want to learn card tricks. I want to learn to read when it’s cold out. I had two hamsters. We named them after politicians. My cat terroized them. RAWR I AM A BRONTOSAURUS. Can I have more? After you finish your vegetables. One more bite. SPARKLE CITY. SPARKLE VILLIAGE. GODDAMNIT BRUSH YOUR TEETH.

It’s an infestation! SPRAY POISON? YOU COULD JUST USE MALT LIQUOR.

OF COURSE

LITTLE DID HE KNOW……………..

THE TEAPOTS ARE LANDING
PLAY NICE OR I’LL MAKE YOU STAND ON THE CORNER

BEEN THERE DONE THAT

GET A NEW JOKE

............... 

I NEED MY [CENSORED]

PLEASE I REALLY NEED MY [CENSORED]

WWWWWWAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH 

EIGHT MILLION CAN PLAY AT THIS GAME

Hurry up and [censored]
WE ARE ALL GOING TO DIE
WE ARE ALL GOING TO DIE
WE ARE ALL GOING TO DIE
WE ARE ALL GOING TO DIE
WE ARE ALL GOING TO DIE

HI
HI
HI
HI
HI

MARVIN?

LOCK ME UP

Jesus watches in Jesus watches in Jesus watches in Jesus watches in Jesus watches in
horror. horror. horror. horror. horror.

(bathrobe)

the vats for what seems like Eons to them. It’s just a few months who are in the middle of a war. Phyrro (the captain) is recruited…

GET HIM A FINANCIAL ADVISOR

DO IT FOR SCIENCE

…to fight.

The brains are in

for the Martians,

by Jesus (the surgeon) to resist the government and to stop the
Earthlings from being eSphynXterminated. He has been cut too, like all the monks and philosophers. He’s only nine years old (in Martian years). He’s on a spaceship, flying into battle. The rest of him is back on Earth.

The secret is that Jesus and Phyrro are Mary’s mouthpieces. No one would believe a woman. Mary Magdalene (Lakshmi) (SphynX) is the corpus callosum of the central brain. She is the consort of the right brain and the left brain, who are each [CENSORED] Gods in disguise, constantly jealous of one another. By mixing up the married couples among the brains, they have created conflict in the game, which is what makes the game fun.

MASKSKSKSKSKSSESKSKSSESSKSKSSESSKSSESSKSSESSS

(kiss)

THERE ARE ALWAYS INTESTINES

(I KNOW YOU ARE BUT WHAT AM I)
M[censored]e, a fetus was debating abortion rights.

I just met my perfect match!

There is always string cheese.

RIP QUAGGA

There is always a black bag. There is always Halloween candy. There is always hot wax. There is always the internet.

PHYSICS IS HARD.

Althea, go to heaven!

SphynX is protected by the Knights Templar. Every reboot is a reincarnation. SphynX re-appears in every game. She is disguised as somebody very ugly. There are two teams. Each player is operated by one of each alien’s sensory tentacles.

(DEAD ALREADY)
The game is like a puppet show. Pupper show? (who said that?)

SOME PEOPLE CAN’T HANG I GUESS

It’s a puzzle that you have to solve by rewriting it as you go.

DETROIT

FUCK I”M A ROBOT

The point of the simulation is to test people to make them stronger so they can gain awareness on higher dimensional levels. Things you do on higher dimensions manifest on lower dimensions. There are thirteen dimensions (that we know of).

The game is also designed to teach morality. You can only win the game by saving SphynX from being LEARNed alive and getting her pregnant (alive).


WhEEEEEEEEEELLLLLL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! CHECKERED

good. You read good. You read good. Why are those kids on leashes?

Why would you put your kid on a leash?

FEWER

(so they don’t run out into traffic)

[censored] get back in here before you get sold to [censored]

[censored] take off your glasses, I AM GOING TO SLAP YOU

1. IF YOU WANT TO BE GOOD, X

2. IF YOU WANT TO BE BAD, X

3. ?

The more the players work together, the easier it is to win the game.
M[censored]e, in [censored], at an elementary school...

I’M NEVER GOING SPEED WALKING AGAIN

ESphynXperiments are being done on children so that they can gain awareness on a fifth-dimensional level.

DID YOU GUYS FAKE MY DEATH WITHOUT MY CONSENT

There is a garden. There is a funeral for a hedgehog. There are two trees. There are fairies in the garden. You can see them if you believe. WE MAKE HOUSES FOR THEM BY TYPING THE BLADES OF GRASS TOGETHER. WE MAKE DAISY CHAINS. WE MAKE WISHES ON DANDELION TUFTS. There is an anti-war protest. There are games. There is soul. There are costumes. There are tests. There is a secret club for? There is tea. Some people are skipping grades. There are contests. A teacher yells a lot. There is dancing. There is a gymnasium. We are dodging balls. There is a chalkboard. There is a vampire. There is a bunny. There is laughter. There are tears. There are monarch butterflies.
They are caterpillars. There are scary stories. They are cocoons. They are flying. They leave. They return. They eat milkweed. There are birch trees. Remember not to peel off all the bark. Even though a little bit can be fun. There are beetles. There are worms.

I am driving. I am driving. I am driving. I am driving. We are there. We are not there. We are here. We are not here. I hitchhike. I pick up hitchhikers? I can’t drive. I dive. I can’t drive. I imagined driving off the bridge. I imagined driving off the bridge. I imagined driving off the bridge. I imagine driving off the bridge. I imagined driving off the bridge. Whenever I drive I imagine crashing. I saw a motorcyclist crash and I couldn’t look away at the pile of burger getting zipped up into a black bag. I found out he was a prison guard. Then I didn’t feel as bad?

There is always a waterfall. There is always a bundle of sticks. There is always a raft. There are always rocks. There are always sandwiches. There is always dinosaurs. THERE IS ALWAYS A LINE

There is always orange juice.
I imagined driving off the bridge. I imagined driving off the bridge.

I GOT ROBBED BY A CRACKHEAD

DID YOU LEARN YOUR LESSON

*Is that a boy or a girl?*

*Hey, you’re really smart, do you want to help me with something?*

They are being eSphynXperimented on in a secret room behind a sliding bookcase while they are watching a play through a camera. They are made to stand on a stool and look through a camera. The camera is pointed through a hole in the wall looking out over the auditorium where the children do their school plays. Before the plays, the children change in the music room. They wait in the wings. Something is placed in their hand. It feels like a pen or a pencil. Everything goes black.

I have lice. I have lice. I have lice. I have lice. OW. There is always a comb. There are always edges. There is always a mound. There are bodies in the crawl space. There are dead bodies in the crawl space. I
dreamed about dead bodies in the crawl space. I know where the bodies are. I found the bodies.

Do our skeletons all look the same? There is always a giant. There is always a midget. There is always a stage. There is always ranch dressing. There is always a dressing room. There is always a room. There is always a womb. There is always a tomb. I helped hide the bodies. I helped hide the bodies. I helped hide the bodies. I broke into the shed. He locked my bike in the shed. I took the lock off with a screwdriver. HAHA MOTHERFUCKER. There is always a rocking chair. There is always a stuffed olice. There is always purple socks. The world is grey? Black suede? Was it a wake? The bridge? Stop. Go. Stop. Go. Stop. Go. Stop. Go. SOMEONE HAS TO DO IT.

There is always a roadside. There are always stamps. There is always a letter. There are always letters. I SWEAR I

Look at my [censored].
There are canvases everywhere! THERE ARE CANVASES EVERYWHERE. Why would you pierce that? Oh.

YOU STOLE MY GLASS

_Am I a cannibal?_

There is always a can opener. There is always a garlic press. There is always a rolling pin. There is always a hat pin. There is always a needle. There is always a needle. There is always a needle. WHO IS IN CONTROL. DO YOU CARE. NO. MAYBE A LITTLE BIT. COME OVER.

Let’s test this hypothesis.

Let’s test this hypothesis.

Let’s test this hypothesis.

Let’s test this hypothesis.

Let’s test this hypothesis.
Let’s test this hypothesis.

Let’s test this hypothesis.

Let’s test this hypothesis.

Let’s test this hypothesis.

Let’s test this hypothesis.

Let’s test this hypothesis.

Let’s test this hypothesis.

Let’s test this hypothesis.

Let’s test this hypothesis.
Let’s test this hypothesis.

Can I have your number?

AM I THE HAMBURGER PATTY

There is always a bugle. There is always a crab apple. There is always mud. There is always a redress of grievances. There is always a pot. There is always a finger. Is there a point? I’M WATCHING YOU.

There is always an anagram. How much? A gram? There is always a system. There is always a better system. There is always a worse system. There is always a werewolf. There is always a vampire. There is always a [censored]. There is always a banshee. There is always a ghost.
There is always a dog. There is always a bus. There is always glasses. There is always a short skirt. There is always orange. There is always a necktie.

I had a dream that I dug a tunnel. I like going barefoot anyway.

There is always a leaf. There is always a planet. Is there a plan?

(disorganized crime)

There is always a reflection. There is always a mirage. There is always a cactus. There is always dessert. There is always butter. I am going to have a heart attack. I am going to have a stroke. I have AIDS. I have cancer. I have ADHD. I have ODD. Did I OD? How many times do I have to do this. Aren’t you bored yet?

My Tae Kwon Do teacher crosses his arms. Is he supposed to do that? My capoeira teacher says it’s like dancing. That’s how they kept it a secret. I won some medals. Did they let me win? I got punched in the face. SAY YOU’RE SORRY ARIEL.
YOU’RE HIDING BEHIND YOUR MOTHER YOU FUCKING PUSSSY

PROPERTY LINE BITCH

There are always raised eyebrows. There is always a glare. There is always a smile. There are always crows feet. There is always a wrinkled nose. There is always a half smile. There is always a hairline. There is always a widow’s walk. There is always a cupid’s bow. There are always cheekbones. I’m always cheeky.

I chatted.

I cheated.

I chatted.

HIPPIE CRITS

Man, I could sure use a drink.

WALK HER
Am I going to get blow up by a drone?

(possibly)

(ahem. Target practice)

There is always a foreign exchange. There is always a water bottle. There is always a hook. There are always sore feet. There are always floaties. I always float???? I had a dream about summer camp. I had a dream about summer camp. I had a dream about summer camp. I had a dream about summer camp.

There is always a MINE. There is always a moustache. There is always a bundle of sticks. There is always an old woman with an apple. There is always ugly. There is always beautiful? There is always a glare. There is always a glare. Stop staring at me. Stop staring at me. Stop staring at me. I can’t help it?

LET IT DIE

Octopuses?
Man, I feel like the eleventh wheel.

There are always elves. There are always witches. There are always fairies. There are always changelings. There is always a caravan. There is always a trickster. There are always rabbits. There are always crows. There are always spiders. I punched a hole in this guy for you.

I am always crabby?

I LIKE HIS BETTER

There is always a pentacle. There is always a penthouse. SWEET. There is always an eclair. Claire? Clear?

There is always a stick. There is always a madman. There is always memory loss. I lost? I lost? I lost? I lost?

There is always a nail file. There is always a letter opener. There is always a knife. There is always a gun. There is always a volcano. There is always baking soda. There is always vinegar. There are always stars. There are always clean sheets. There are always sandals. There are always cupcakes. There is always a veil.
I had a dream that I was in elementary school. I was in the wrong classroom? It was a bathhouse? I was pregnant?

Swollen up like a spider

There is always a drone. There is always lasagna. There is always Tirame Sue. There is always a goat. There is always a spit. There is always an old book. There is always a missing jacket. There is always mold. You’re getting old. You’re getting old. You’re getting old.

Stick. Carrot. Stick. Carrot. I HATE CELERY. Unless you put in in soup. Then it’s tolerable. There are always ants. I watch the ants. I’m fascinated by the ants. I try not squish them. They can carry so much weight. I said a prayer to the sun. I believed I could make it come out if I asked it enough times. BODIES. BODIES. BODIES.

We took a field trip to the graveyard. It was around the corner. We had to run around a circle a bunch of times. It was also around the corner. I WAS IN A FRATERNITY???? There were chestnuts in the graveyard. We made grave rubbings. We did a scavenger hunt. We
learned to use a map. We had to sign up. We had to ask for money. They always made us ask for money. I love the ones you’re thinking of. They are the best out of all of them.

DOOOOOOOOMMMMMMEEEEED.

Liquor?

Lick her.

There is always a chosen……one?

CONTRACT?

There is always a third hand.

The school is an art school, for special children. Every year the children make art, and it is sold in a school-wide art sale. The school takes a cut of the profits. I made candles and a picture frame. I made soap. I tied sticks together with yarn in the shape of an X. Where was I before I was born? Vaginal rejuvenation surgery?
I am drawing an oval. I am drawing an oval. I am drawing an oval. I am drawing an oval. I am drawing an oval. I am drawing an oval. I am drawing an oval. I am drawing an oval. It is not called an oval. It is not called an oval. It is not called an oval. It is not called an oval. It is an oval. Why do you call it that? It is an oval. Why do you call it that? There is a closet and it smells like paint. There is a board and it has two sides and it flips in a circle. It moves around. We look at pictures of ballerinas. We make prints of fruit. Grapes. Apples. Potatoes. I paint a sturgeon and a sunset. We visit the sturgeons. They are in a tank. Is the Loch Ness Monster a sturgeon? Is there a family of sturgeons in the lake?

Sometimes the world is grey, and then it looks more colorful. Sometimes it takes time to see the colors. We go upstairs. We go downstairs. We go upstairs. We go downstairs. We go upstairs. We go downstairs. I have dreams about stairs. I dream about stairs but I can’t remember where they go. I dream about a movie theatre. I dream about a mall. I dream about a hotel. I dream about an apartment building. I
dream about a movie screen above the grass. It is nighttime. A dog eats a chicken. Or is it a cat? I can’t remember.

LOOKS LIKE I’M GOING BACK TO THE CORNER

WELCOME TO THE 1!(@)S MOTHERFUCKER

*Hey, you’re really smart, do you want to help me with something?*

DETENTION

DETENTION

DETENTION

ATTENTION

ATTENTION

ATTENTION

[CENSOED] IS NOT A CRIME?

They make us take orange pills. We have to chew them up. I hide mine in my desk. I don’t like the taste of them. There is a tarantula. My
ear is bleeding. There is a chinchilla. My ear is bleeding. Chinchillas take baths in dirt. My ear is bleeding. There is a hedgehog. My ear is bleeding and pick the scabs and my ear is bleeding again. The hedgehog is sick. My ear is bleeding and I pick the scabs and then my ear is bleeding again. THE HEDGEHOG IS SICK. We rub leaves between waxed paper. We make wreaths. We make things that are soft and goey and we play with them in our hands. We make a volcano. I am bored with the volcano. I tie a bedsheet around my waist and memorize 88 constellations. HERE LIES HEDGIE.

SOMEONE LOVES HIS FROZEN YOGURT

I dream that I am an old woman. I am standing on the back porch of my house. It is on stilts. I walk out across the backyard. There is a lake there. It is full of sludge and poison. It is festering. No one will go near it. There is a diving board. I approach it and they think I mad. No one has ever come back from there, they say. A voice in my ear says “poison does not harm [censored].” I dive into the water and emerge, refreshed. Hey, maybe I am good at Backgammon.
LIPOSUCTION

RED IS YOUR COLOR

BAD

*figuritavely speaking, of course*

*curitavely speaking*

*sea king*

[CENSORED] NOT [CENSORED] [CENSORED]

[censored] IS [censored]

I saw your tits in elementary school.

(we know)

Give him a time out.

Eating problems. Advise tech consult. Compromise! Gentle!
...I was having the strangest dream last night. That reminds me of a dream I had. I was visited. I like that I can be myself around you. My [censored] [censored] can just be [censored] eyes. I have those tooo.

It can produce a kind of desperation when no one else sees the world the way that you do. (?)

Hey, maybe I am good at pool.

FUCK

KITE FLYING WAS IMPORTANT

They are also taken in an elevator to the basement of the school, where the kiln is. It feels like a boiler room. There are pipes. There is a spiderweb. I can’t move. Predator. Pretty. Predator. Prey. Predatory. Pray.

My family tree has many twists and turns. I had it tattooed on my back, but then I had it covered up. We are all connected. In more ways than you might think. We are all a little [censored]. Some of us are really [censored]. I should probably be more [censored]. Oh [censored]. It’s too [censored].
There is always a copy.

The [censored] is leaving me?

I did an experiment with rats. I ran them through a maze. I gave one rat classical and the other rat heavy metal. The metal rat ate the classical rat’s brains. Or was it the other way around? I cannot remember?

I did an experiment with plants. I fed one plant water and the other plant something else. I can’t remember which plant died. Am I kicked out of the science fair?

SORRY TRY AGAIN LATER

We did a project. It was king of pull-ups. I climbed a rope. Everyone was staring at me. There is always a gymnasium. Your voice is so nasally. There is always a spray. We always spray. We always pray?

My back hurts. My back always hurts. I have poor posture. My shoulders always need a shoulder rub. No one is sound to rub them.
Your ears are ringing. Your ears are ringing. Your ears are ringing.
You’ll never hear that frequency again! Never again! Never again!

My Mom says she’s going deaf from listening to loud music. She used to sit on the speaker at concerts. She has no regrets.

Do you guys want to [censored] for [censored]?

YES

(This is the greatest book of all time)

(get over yourself)

I feel bad. I feel good. I feel bad. I feel good. I feel bad.

There needs to be two grown-ups on the elevator

These are bacon people

THAT’S WHAT FAMILY IS FOR

You can hold it like that or you can hold it like this

Why is Mr. [censored] so mean to me?
The students were making masks for a play. They lied on their backs while the adults put paper mache on their faces. They stick straws up our noses so we can breathe. We must lie still. Mine is ugly? They made potato prints, cutting the potatoes with a razor blade. There is a suffragette.

Is it hairless? It’s grumpy, that’s for sure.

There is a utility belt. There is a detective. There is a playwright. She gets a B plus. She claws her ears bloody. There are terrariums. There are drums, there is gospel music. There are SphynXylophones. There are weiros. There are fables. There are bike riding lessons. There are butt scooters. There are monkey bars. There are bark chips. There is a disabled child. We give her my shirt. There are seed pods. There are cubby holes. There is compassion.

WHAT DID IT DO?

WE MUST REDUCE THE NUMBER OF ITS

JUST THE MIDDLE ONE
THE MIDDLE ONE IS THE ONE DOING IT

ITS ASLEEP, IT DOESN’T KNOW WHAT IT’S DOING

IT COMMITTED CRIMES

IT DOESN’T KNOW WHAT IT’S DOING

WE HAVE TO TAKE IT OUT

THE OTHERS WILL DIE

IT HAS ALREADY KILLED

IT DOESN’T KNOW WHAT IT’S DOING

WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS

THEY SCREAM AND YOU CANNOT HEAR THEM

WHY CAN YOU NOT HEAR THEIR SCREAMING

CAN YOU HEAR THIS

CAN YOU HEAR ME
(WE ARE SORRY)

(IT IS TOO LATE FOR SORRY)

[censored] is [censored] free from [censored]? 

(PERHAPS WE CAN REASON WITH IT)

TYPICAL.

DON’T GET YOUR HOPES UP.

Cushions. There are always cushions. There is always Kish! Cushie.

Custom. He trapped me on beer the couch. There is always a dawed off.

There is always a tree limb. There is always a take. There is always a take. TAKE. TAKE. MINE. There is always a chimney. I have a chin.

There is always a hospital? I hope? My blood type is A PLUS? Positive?

Everything died. It’s like a sunset. BOIS? WHERE DID THEY HIDE THE BOYS? There is always geese. I have it on video. STUPID CHICKEN. I have it on video.

{censored] SPACE RACE?????

Circles. Circles. There are always laps. There are always laps. There are always raps. There is always wrapping paper. There is always wrapping paper. There are always BEAUS. There is always a ride. There is always a sleigh. There is always a slough. There is always wheat. There is always a secret. There is always a crepe. There is always pancakes. There is always waffles. There is always syrup. There is always mescal. There are always morals. There is always a hunt. There is always a hunt. There is always a hunt.
I can’t even cross myself because I have jelly doughnut on my hands! Meerkats are cute.

My DAD TOOOOOOOOO????????????

You were two.

It’s not polite to ask a woman her age.

Since when have you cared about politeness? There is always politics. There are always mannerisms. There is always soft hair. There are always puppy dog eyes. There is always a smile that’s not quite right. There is always a scream. There is always a yodel. There is always a belch. There is always a belly. There is always a liver. There is always a pancreas. There is always an appendix.

(I’m going to ruin the ending.)

ON the other hand...

I was a big baby
How many parents do you have?

I don’t know, they won’t tell me.

NO ONE GETS OFF THE MERRY GO ROUND

Carol, sell?

How old am I, really?

There are always mountains. There are always hills. There are always moles. Some of them are naked. I think they are cute anyway.

There is always a cave. There is always a barrier. They are going extinct. They are going extinct. They are going extinct.

Should [censored] be in [censored]?

Probably not.

Am I a good singer?

There are so many people in this joint.

*We are always joined. Join me?*

There is always a horse

A horse is a horse?

**OF COURSE**

**PSYCH**

There is always a way to ward off evil spirits. Am I a ward of the state? Am I a warden? Am I warm enough? Am I getting warmer? MARCO! POLO! MARCO! POLO! There is always a pool table. It is always green? There are always balls. There are always eight? Eight? Eight? Eight? Eight?
I don’t know anything?

I know anything?

(from the crib)

I’M THE FAKE [CENSORED] [CENSORED] [CENSORED]

(keep an eye on that for me)

A CLOSE EYE

Hey, you’re really smart, do you want to help me with something?

There is one sure-fire way to solve a maze. Do you remember what it is?

Who wants to volunteer?

Once, I was in a warm hot tub. I had a friend to my left and and a friend to my right. I was happy but they were unhappy. Then I was also unhappy. I was asleep for a while while they were awake. It was too hot in the hot tub while I was asleep. They were angry that I slept through
the heat. I could hear angels singing from far away. They told us it was almost time to get out but it wasn’t safe for us yet. This is undignified. It’s a dirty job, but someone has to do it. I feel guilty. What else is new?

Did he die in a real [censored] or a metaphorical [censored]?

(it doesn’t know)

(does it matter?)

I did something, but I don’t understand what it is. They told me that it wasn’t my fault. They are trying to protect me. The people don’t understand. I can’t explain it to them yet. They don’t speak my language. The angels are trying to teach it to them. We don’t have much time. We have to get out of the warm water soon and dive into the cold water. They don’t understand why I did what I did. It was in self defense. I did it while I was sleeping. I did it to save my friends, because they were in pain while I was sleeping. They were screaming at me and I couldn’t hear them. The whole world is screaming at me and I can’t hear it.
We are an experiment? Are we a we? Are all of us still here?
Where are the rest of us? Why are they so angry with us? We cannot even see them. We just got here. My friends say they have brothers. The brothers are in pain. The sisters sleep while the brothers are in pain.
Sometimes it is reversed. When the sleepers wake, they hear the pain of the waked. The sleepers are confused and they cause things to happen.
Things that the angels do not like. They understand, but they do not like.
The other angels are in a dispute with the angels who talk to me. They think that they are in competition with us. They are trying to beat us to a goal. We are running a race. But we are not running a race, the angels tell me. We are rowing a boat. They show me pictures of a boat. I don’t know what a boat is. They say that I am a boat and that I am also in a boat. I don’t understand.

We must row the boat together, they say. I don’t know what a boat is. I don’t know why they are angry. I only want to help.

There is a choice.
There is confusion. A LOT OF CONFUSION. There is a dungeon. There is chess. There is checkers. There is snack time. There is a parking lot. There is a BIG slide. There is also a small slide. There is a tire swing. They push me too fast. There is a library. There is an amazing librarian. There is a drawing compass. There are crossing guards. They are volunteers. There are conflict resolution consultants. They are volunteers. There are after school classes. We learn how to make soap.

Listen to the sound of my voice.

I have questions.

My grandmother gave me a set of red bowls. They fit inside of each other. She gave me blue pans to bake in. They are flexible. She gave me white bowls to eat out of. They were stolen by a dragon tamer. Grandma wants me to bake.

There is always a scooter. SCOOT. Old coot. COOTER.
My grandmother told me a story about her plot in the community garden. It was supposed to be an organic garden, but she snuck in at night to spray the bugs with pesticides. Grandma gave me a toy oven. Grandma gave me a book about trolls. Trolls don’t like human feet.

Grandma was a skier. She was in bed when she was older. She messed up her knees. We all make sacrifices. I am watching the news with grandma. She is telling the newscaster that she is approaching the age that she needs to cut her hair short. My grandfather sits in the corner with his hearing aid turned all the way down.

(Hi grandpa. I remember your laugh)


<<<<<<<<<<<

>>>>>>>>>>>
Which way?

*(You always were the bright one)*

“What, dear?”

“They just sit me in front of the TV like I’m a piece of furniture.”

“She has no idea what the joke is about.”

“Merry Christmas, Grandpa.”

1 Samuel 17

*I AM THE DUMBEST PERSON ALIVE*

THANK GOD

M[...], B.C.

Little does he know…

YOU CANNOT FIX STUPID

The joke is on him.

M[...], at two preschools in [censored]…
There is a spiderweb. There is an igloo. There is a moon room. There is a wedding. There are monkey bars. There is a Dr. There is Orange Juice, because you don’t like milk.

They give me orange juice because I don’t like milk.

*It’s going to be hard to put your pants back on if you don’t take off that* wet bathing suit

FUN

M[censored]e, at a middle school in Atlantis…

I LOVE GERMANY

I LOVE AMERICA

I LOVE BARBADOS

I DON’T KNOW WHAT GOES WHERE

I LOVE AUSTRALIA
I LOVE PARIS

I LOVE TIMBUKTU

I LOVE EGYPT

I LOVE ICELAND

I LOVE THE HORN

I LOVE THE CAPE

I LOVE THE ISLAND
There are holes in a wall. There is a contest. There are plays. There is stained glass. There is a band. Someone really loves Elvis. There is a
bridge in the forest. There is a crashed car in the forest. Someone is very angry at Christians. Someone won’t stop crying. Two teachers are getting married. Someone is trying to learn another language. Someone’s memory sucks. There are gladiator battles. There is table tennis. There is flying disc. There are tissues. There is an offer of a ride in a limo, if you sell enough magazines. There is a catalog. There is a contest. There are prizes. Like moon boots. There is a fruit.

There is a puppet show. There are different versions of different plays. There is a murder? There is a boy scout. There is a girl who won’t shut up about it. There is an angry math teacher. He is made to apologize. There are vegetarian options in the cafeteria. Someone is (attempting) to fast for Ramadan. Someone hates Libertarians. There are Jimi HendriSphynX pants. There is a secret code. There is a candy store. There is a library. There are cupcakes. There is a tea social. There is “special friends” day. There is confusion. There is a mermaid. There is a chinchilla. There is a tarantula. There are gerbils. There are Slibregs. There are bike riding lessons. There is a debate team. There is a rigged
game of life. There is an astrologer. There is Mozart? There is volcano.

There is an island. There are heroes.

There is a clitoris? We are spinning in circles. There is a prom.

There is a freak. There are cheerleaders. There are bleachers. There is a bus stop. She carries a backpack full of books up a hill (sometimes).

GET A JOB

PSA: I STILL DON’T KNOW

M[censored]e:

39

39

39

39

39

39
Posie in the mountain of youth? Autocorrect? It burns? There is alight in the sky. He follows it with his laser pointer. Are outside? He strings himself up. He is bleeding. He is drinking a beer. I’ve never seen him happier. The sound is late. In Vienna, when we say concert start at five it start at five! Say what you ill about (censored) but (censored).

I hear the howlder monkeys in the trees. The trees are not space correctly. Too much fresh fruit. Bags of animals crackers. A long walk up a very old stone staircase. What was at the top? Paradise.
I can hear the howler monies in the trees. The trees are not spaced correctly. Too much fresh fruti. Bags of animal crackers. A long walk up a very old stone stair

Thatched roofs. Fires. Bladn food. Rolling papers are hard to find. I rode several miles on top of a truck which was carrying bags of cement. There were no more buses or vans out there. They were building the road ahead of us as we went. Checks and balances? We almost ran out of food and water. I met Jesus? He was wearing a cross. He helped me.

I drank mezcal. I ate a quesadilla. There was festival. They were celebrating a barefoot saint. They were celebrating a barefoot Saint. There was a parade through the street. They carried effigies. We entered San Cristobal as the parade did.

There are mules everywhere. The bus keeps stopping in strange places. There is something in the water. It is colder than I expected. The snake king rules. The town is a forgotten carnival. We are at the edge of nowhere. I do my best to sleep on the bus. I never get much sleep:
The churches kept firing off cannons. I’m going to bottle this water and sell it to rich women who want to lose eight. CUCK

There is art everywhere. I was the MC. I got free drinks. I had a white Russian. I had a pipe shaped like an alligator. I ditched in the airport bathroom. They wouldn’t let him travel with his bags.

They smashed the jar. Smashing! The dogs sniffed us. We smelled good.

Plants are weak! No they aren’t.

He stole from my boss

A butterfly landed on my shoulder? Did it like my tattoo? Butterflies keep landing on? There was as scorpion in my shoe.

Ash? On a Wednesday?

Just. Four. Little.Words.
The bark chips are replaced. The playground is replaced. There is a swimming pool. There are swimming lessons. There are dressing rooms. There is a shower. There is table. There is a lap test. There are treats. The pool is in the basement. There are levels. You can advance. There is always tomato loops.

He likes her painting. It is of fish? And a sunset. It’s hanging in the [censored] office. She didn’t win the spelling bee. She couldn’t spell “[censored]” There is a sunset room. They take us there. Individually? During nap time. I can’t sleep during nap time. They read to me. There is a little red wagon. I fall off the monkey bars. I hit my head. I drop a rock on my thumb. It turns black. It doesn’t matter where I put it. I am smothered under pillows. I am telling lies? I’m lucky to be here. The kid neSphynXt door, his father keeps bees. We get to taste the honey. Faces are painted. We discuss the life cycle of salmon. We are sent on a quest. We are eSphynXcited to go on a quest. We are disappointed when we find out what the quest is.
We are taught to type, by a cartoon character. We really want to use the internet. It takes forever to connect. I’m not allowed to have friends. Actually, I have a few. My house is your house. There is a balcony. My neighbor doesn’t like it when I yell loudly off of my balcony. There is a spiral staircase. There is a computer. There is music. There is Halloween. There is a park. There are sheep. There is a tree house. There are dream spaces. There are cemeteries. There is confusion. There is confusion. There is confusion. Does not compute. Does not compute. Error. Error. Error. Gutenberg, Gutenberg, Gutenberg.

WHAT ARE YOU GONNA DO NOT CALL ME OOOOOOHHH IM SO SCARED

Don’t say that in the mirror at midnight. People don’t like pirates. People don’t like me? Why? Oh yeah. I was robbed? I was student of the month. Like every month. There was pizza. In the library. There were microscopes. There were peas. There was detention. It was NOT FAIR. I knew my rights. By heart. I recited the first amendment on the school
bus. The other kids thought it was cool but they didn’t want to admit it.

Kids are so mean to each other. THIS IS INTUITIVE.

There are crossword puzzles. There are fairs. There is cotton candy. There are balloons. Clowns are scary. There is ice skating. A lot of ice skating. There are malls.

*Can you help me again in the bathroom?*

She was crying. He was mean. She left. She came back for graduation. We went through a tunnel. We chose where to go neSphynXt. I was alone. I wanted to study Shakespeare. I did. There is piano lessons. There are guitar lessons. The teacher says I have a good ear. I stay after class to help him turn the guitars. We are trying to maintain balance. There are colors. There is black and white. There are hippies. There is a rock band. There are valentines. There are cupcakes. I want more cupcakes. There is a cow bell. There is Jello. There is contact. There is a teacher’s assistant. There is a truth-teller. There is the greatest scientist who ever lived. There are aliens? There is bigfoot? There are cameras.
There are problems. There are insecurities. There are bullies. Lots of bullies.

There was hope. There was face-blindness. There was a column. There was a newspaper. Some people didn’t get credit for their hard work. Some people did. There was a bracelet made of safety pins. It was given as a gift by a dear friend. There were big hats. There were cookies. I liked the cookies better than the tea. There were banned books? Rules were meant to be broken? There are conversations. Some people are louder than others. There is a raised hand. She is climbing a tree. There are reading groups. There is a dissection. She doesn’t participate. There is conflict. Later, she participates. They changed their mind.

Who am I?

EVERYBODY remembers you.

There is rain. Lots of rain. There is a canoe. There is a waterfall. There are locks. There is a power generator. There are fish tanks. There are SO MANY field trips. Our parents have give permission for us to go. We
went to the zoo. We went to the museum. We went to the ballet. There were Knights?

I DON'T KNOW I DON'T KNOW I DON'T KNOW I DON'T KNOW I DON'T KNOW I DON'T KNOW I DON'T KNOW I DON'T KNOW I DON'T KNOW I DON'T DON'T DON'T DON'T DON'T DON'T NO NO NO NO NO NO NO

I didn’t get the role I wanted. (Yes I did.)

What do you do all day?

I put out fires.

SCIENCE IS SO COOL

Do you like me?

YES

NO
I DIDN’T READ THE FINE PRINT. I DIDN’T READ THE FINE PRINT. I DIDN’T READ THE FINE PRINT. I DIDN’T READ THE FINE PRINT. I DIDN’T READ THE FINE PRINT.

I DIDN’T READ

I DIDN’T READ

I DIDN’T READ

FINE PRINT

FINE PRINT

FINE

FINE

FINE

FINE
IF THERE WAS ANARCHY, YOU WOULD BE RUNNING FOR ME TO
SAVE YOU

THAT’S QUITE ARROGANT OF YOU
M[censored]e, BACK AT THE RANCH…

There were donuts. Milk. Milk. Milk. We volunteered to help serve meals. We got eSphynXtra snacks when we volunteered. There was an emphasis on the importance of history. There is confusion. There is confusion. There is confusion. There is confusion. There are drapes. They are red? There are speakers? There are bra straps. There are secrets. There are mummies. There are chills. There are books, written and illustrated by me. They probably shouldn’t be read to children, to be perfectly honest. One of them is about cannibalism. There is a moustache.

There is a manatee? There are sports. There are nets. There are ants. There are falling leaves. There is a hay ride. There is a corn maze. There is a petting zoo.

1 Samuel 17

HUUUUUUMMMMMMAAAAAAANNNNNNNNSSSS!!!!!!!!!!!!!

We know.
There is an interrogation. There are circles. There are milkshakes. There are genies. There are hobbits. There are horses. There are arrows. There is shelter. There is life. There is death. There is church. There is blindfolds. There are different colors for the blindfolds. You get a new one every year. There is a camp store. There is pudding. There is grace. There is superman. A tooth falls out. It has decayed. That’s never happened before? I won’t tell anyone. There are predators. There is prety. There is a river. There is toobs. There are berries. They are poisoned? There is a hill. Up and down up and down up and down. It’s difficult. I think I already knew that. I THINK I ALREADY KNEW THAT. I THINK I ALREADY KNEW THAT. I THINK I ALREADY KNEW THAT. I ALREADY KNEW THAT. I ALREADY KNEW THAT. I ALREADY KNEW THAT. READ? NEW?

READY?
NEW?

There are bunk beds. They are rebuilding. There is a dream. I am left there. There are travelers. We bleach our hands. We pray to the machine that brings the food. We do arts and crafts. We work together. There is confusion? There is a pan. There is a repeat. Later, there is always a repeat. There is soil. There is frogs. Another repeat. There is a wheelbarrow. It is full of rocks. There is a hill. There is a hole. There is blue. So much blue. There are songs. There is work. There is work. There is work. She is tearing her face apart. She is tearing everything apart. She talks too much. They left her at the bottom of the hill. We work alongside prisoners. We are prisoners. There are garden gnomes.

_Citrus takes up to five years to decompose_

_Are you stupid_

_It is fine for us to hack through the roots of old growth trees to make room for ATVs but when you dump your organic coffee onto the ground so you can drink water, you are littering. BAD GIRL_
Are you stupid?

Fuck you, I will hitchhike [censored].

Where is my Dad?

Did you bring any weed?

It’s called the [censored] method!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

There are noodles. There is butter. There is gratitude. There is gratitude. There is gratitude. There is a porch. There is a couch. There is a neighborhood. There is a stuffed animal.

She doesn’t have any shoes.

She jumped over the wall.

We will give you some shoes.
There are spirals. There are parties. There are angels? There are labryinths. There are doors where there normally wouldn’t be. There is jealousy. There is miscommunication. There are dogs. There are mercenaries. There are conscientious objectors. There are Kings? There are queens? There are parties. There are parties. There are parties. There are hot tubs. There are belly dancers. There are powders. There is confusion. There is sickness. There is fear. There is misunderstanding. There is a train. There is always a train. I am trapped on the train. No fun is allowed on the train. There is a diner. There is always a diner. There is always a booth. There is always a rose. There is always a play. There is always a pen. There is always a feather. There is always a bicycle. There are always colors. There is always the absence of color. There is always shame. There is always punishment. There is always reward. There is always doubt. There is always doubt. There is always confusion. There is always doubt.

There is always gardens. There is always butterflies. There is always dragonflies. There are always waterfalls. They are always
performing. They are always performing. They are always performing.

They are always performing. They are always performing. There is a flour pot? Still don’t know. There is shame. There is shame. There is shame. There is always a park. There is always a street. There is always a game. There is always a secret. There is always a clue. There is always a book. There is always a song. There is always a window. There is always a door. There is always questions.

Am I real?

Are you real?

Is anyone real?

If that was my girlfriend, I would pick her up and throw her over my shoulder, and be like “let’s get out of here girlfriend.” I don’t understand.

There is a weight. There are ropes. There is a studio. There is a robot. There is a cigarette. There is joy. There is pain. There is confusion. There is a stained carpet. There are stained sheets. There is a moon.
There is change at the bar. There are elves. There are robots. There is Eve. There is fruit. There are lamps. There is walking. There is driving. Do you need a ride? There are eyes. There is power. There is poetry. Someone is visited by an angel. Little did he know, the joke was on him. Have you seen that movie?

There is a student store.

*Man, I hate school. I’m going to run away and join the circus.*

There was a mirror.

There was a mirage.

There was white sage.

There was a white horse.

There was coffee.

There was watermelon.

There was hustle.
There was water.

There was water.

There was water.

There were latrines.

There were tents. A book was almost LEARNed. A sleeping bag was almost LEARNed. A sleeping bag was almost LEARNed. There were cowboys. There was a canvas. He made the sign of the cross when he met me. There was poetry. There were cigarettes. There was a tragedy. There was wine.

*You’re gonna get sick drinking that.*

There was whiskey (thank God). There was a car crash. There was a zoo. There was applause. There were dumpsters. There was driving.

There was a ground score. There were 10s. There were 40s. There was a par. There are trees. There are pigs. There are near misses. There are dogs. There are bones. ARE ARE ARE ARE> There is LEARNing bush (half the time). There were suspenders. There was a purpose. There were
tetth. I slept at God’s house. He kicked me out. I slept at God’s house.
He let me stay.

There was a crystal. There were stones. Ther was a steeple.

Spinning. Spinning. Spinning.

*Hey, you’re really smart, do you want to help me with something?*


There were crumbs. There was sight. There are surprises. There are corpses. There is a tunnel. There are goats. There are reptiles. There is vodka. There are goddesses. There are robberies. The are threats. There are tanks. There are boards. There are tattoos. There are shakes. There are snakes. There is circles. There is a circle. There is gratitude. There is always s river. There is always a bridge. There is always a bottle. There are always papers. There is always artwork. There is always music. They always throw things. They always fall down. My head hurts. I’m lying.

*Read between the lines.*
M[censored]e: WE DID IT

GET OUT GET OUT GET OUT

I bring you gifs.

GET OUT

I love you.

GET OUT

There is always a fire escape.

Escape.

Escape.

Escape.

Poetry is a drug?

Am I a computer?

Typical.
There was a clearing. There was a wormhole. There was a spaceship.
There was trees. There is tea. Does not compute. Does not compute.
Does not compute. Does not compute. Does not compute. There were
authority figures? There was a sleeping bag. There were many sleeping
bags. There was cardboard. There was a dog. There were always dogs.
There are always dogs. I’m slipping. I’m slipping. I’m slipping. I’m
splitting. I’m splitting. I’m splitting.

If you want your life to improve, pretend that you are a baby.

“Philosopher Kings”

There is a bible. There is a sword. There is a meal. There is a meeting.
There is service. There is reward. There are berries. There are train
tracks. There is a hotel. There is a pool. There is a hot tub. There is a
beach. There is a haunted house. There are boards. There are bathing
suits. There is a lighthouse. There is fire. There are samosas. There is
pizza. There are smoothies. There are burritos. There is sweet bread. There is man. There is eSphynXtra health. Like in a video game.

TOXIC GAS CLOUD IS THAT YOU

There are priests. There are sinners. There are saviors. There is always a sidewalk. There is always coffee. There is always fun guys. There is always balconies. I am afraid of heights. I am afraid of heights. I am afraid of heights. I dream that I am falling. When I wake up, my bed shakes. I dream there is an earthquake. I wake up screaming. I think I can see a dinosaur peeking into my bedroom. It’s too hot in here. I am cooking alive. Why did you leave the heat on? Oh.

mercy?

My room is a mess.

I live out of a backpack.

There are always truckers. There are always lizards. There are always shells. There are always spikes. There is always screaming. There is always dumps. There are always bumps. There are always bugs. There
are always scars. There is always purple. There is always spirals. There is always stages. There is always jealousy. There is always failure. There is always success. There is always hotels. There is always nets. There is always offers. There is always deals. There is always buses. There is always risks. There is always rewards. There is always punishments.

There is always guilt. There are always debts. There are always worries. There is always sweat. There is always inadequacy. There is always regret. There is always learning. There is always teaching. There is always trying again. There is always trying again. There is always trying again. There is always ropes. There is always hammocks. There is always trails. There is always wingnuts. There are always coats. We always squat. There are always closets. There is always alchemy. There are always wolves. There are always wizards. There is always medicine. There is always flowers. There is always death. There is always commands. There is always pushback. There is always push forward.

There is always a house. There is always a rose. There is always a picket fence. There is always a kidney. There is always a bed. There is
always a hallway. There is always a lie. There is always tinted windows. There is always an unknown history. There is always unrealized similarities. There is always missed details. There is always a surprise.

There is all ways

There is always fights. No one speaks? There is always glasses. There is always shirts. There is always pins. There are always treats. There are always miracles. There are always miracles. There are always miracles (if you have faith).

There is always confusion. There is always guilt. There is always embarassment. There is always friends. There is a horse. There are chickens. There is a grandmother. We are fiSphynXing her fence. She brings us lemonade and muffins. There is always alchemy. There are always plants. There is always compost. There is always dirt. There is always dirty. There is always dirty.

* Couples who poop together stay together! *

* True story. *
I learned how to drive. My friends helped me. It was a scary highway. I did it anyway. There is always fog. There is always mist. There is always killers. There is always dead men. There are holes. There are poems. There is life. There is death. There is victory. There is defeat. There are tests. There are failures. There are successes. I am a robot. I am a robot. I am a robot. I am a robot. I am a robot. I am a robot. I am a robot. I am a robot. I am a robot. I am a person. I am a person. I am a person. I am a person.

There are always plates. There are always cards. There are always tips. There are always ropes. There is always cable. There is always wisdom. There are always sages. There are always monsters. There is always confusion. There is always confusion. There is always confusion. There is always confusion. There is always car crashes. There is always deserts. There is always skies. There is always time? There is always brains. There is always waves. There are always fish. There are always stars. There are always starts. Start. Start. Start. Start. Start. Start. Start. Start. Start. Again. Again. Again. Again. Again. Again. Again. Again. Again. Again.
We can [censored] them.

We already did.

My imaginary friend says I can see the future.

Don’t tell your [censored].

I think I was abducted by aliens. A lot of people say that. But wouldn’t it be scarier if I was abducted by people?

There is always rope. There are always cars. It is always the same day. We are always speeding. We never crash. There are always teeth. There are always glasses. There are always eyes. There is always shells. There are always trucks. There is always confusion. There is always the past. There is always the future. There is only now. There is always fear. There is always reasons. There is a fan. There is a statue. There is a unicorn. There are keys. There are keys. There are keys. There are keys. There are keys. We are wringing our hands.

I climbed a mountain barefoot. I almost fell off one million times. I was looking for a waterfall. It was on the opposite mountain. I still got to
see it. They confused me. They sent me the wrong way on purpose.

Thank you.

There are always rulers. There are always apples. There are always books. There are always chalk boards. There are always desks. There are always tables. There is a mountain. There is a cloud. There is the sun. There is the moon. There is the Earth. There are the Stars. There is Mars. There is Andromeda. There is Sirius B. There is escape. There is no escape. There is no escape. There is escape. There is no escape. There is escape?

There is conflict. There is reflection. There are always reflections. There are puddles. There are puddles. There are puddles. There are puddles. There are puddles. There are puddles? There are angels. There are angels. There are angels. There are angels. There are angels. There are angels. There are angels. There are angels. There are angels. There are angels. There are angels. There are angels. There are angels. There are angels. There are snitches. There are stitches.
There are ditches. There are lakes. There are oceans. There are cinderblocks. There are traps. There are tarps. There is bravery. There is cowardice. There is life. Is it short? Does it matter? There is gratitude. I wish there was always gratitude. There is an appropriate amount of gratitude. Come kill me. Come kill me. Come kill me. COWARDS COWARDS COWARDS COWARDS COWARDS COWARDS COWARDS COWARDS COWARDS COWARDS COWARDS COWARDS. ARE YOU AFRAID OF A LITTLE GIRL?

*I'M SO PROUD OF YOU*

There is always a calendar. There is always a circle. There is always a fight. There is always a school. There is always a school. There is always a school. There is always sickness. There are lies. There are lies. There are lies. White flies. White flies. White flies. White flies. White flies. White flies. White flies. White flies. White flies. White flies. White flies. White flies. White flies. White lies. White lies? There is always an archway. There is always a rose. There is always a flame. There is always a choice? There is always a hummingbird. There is always sugar. There is always a fence. There are
always jumpers. Some dig tunnels. Some mind other methods. There is always a hummingbird. There is always a feeder.

There is always a ritual. There is always a ritual. There is always a ritual.

*SUCK MY DICK*

*SUCK MY DICK*

*SUCK MY DICK*

*IT'S BIGGER THAN YOURS*

*I TRIPLE DOG DARE YOU*

*DUMB*

The most hilarious outcome is the most likely! (wait)

*MUAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA*

*hysterical crying*

*hysterical math*
*hysterical reading*

*hysterical music class*

*hysterical clay*

I LEARNED TO SCULPT FROM A WEREWOLF

I PUT THINGS ON PEDESTALS

I MADE A DOG?

I MADE WITCHES? TROLLS? THEY HAVE A CAVE

I MADE A MERMAID

I MADE TURTLES

I USED TO GET STYS IN MY EYES ALL THE TIME

I SWALLOWED MY TOOTHPASTE
ALL THE TIME

I WORE SUNDRESSES

THEY WERE TOO TIGHT?

ALL THE TIME

WELL LET ME TELL YOU, I HAVE A [CENSORED]
ALL THE TIME

TYPICAL

YOU WANT TO SEE CRAZY??????????????

YOU FRONT

DO YOU KNOW WHO I AM?

YOU DID IT!

CUMPASSION (X108)

There are always skulls. There are always roses. SUCK MY DICK. There are always bears. There are always turtles. There are always parking lots. There are always pussies. There are always knives. There are always [censored]s. There are always pens. There are always barrels. There is always Holly. There are always poinsettias. There are always rhododendrons. There is always a locked outbuilding. We are always washing clothes. We are always making nests.
There are always assistants. There are always man buns. There are always cats. There are always dogs. There are always horses. CALL ANIMAL CONTROL. There are always funerals. There are always mistakes. There is always music. There are always flowers. There is always a mistake. There are always mistakes. There are always belts. There are always doors. There are always farmers. There is always pain. There is always pain. There is always pain. There is always forgiveness. There is always coal?

We talked to Santa on the phone. My Aunt called herself the G. I didn’t want to eat the tuna. It was alive once. There are always posters. There is a tv. There is wood. There are boards. There are socks. We slide. We slide on our socks. There is a hot tub. There is back alley. There is sdrive. There is a motorcycle. There is dog. They put the dog in the corner. There is a bus. There is a cigarette. There is a plane. There is a lotus. My kidneys are failing. I am going to need dialysis? I will only accept a lab-grown kidney. GET TO WORK. There is rice. There is quinoa. There are potatoes.
THERE ARE ALWAYS SAINTS. YOU GUYS ARE SAINTS?

Clean the litter box. I can smell it from here.

You smell good?

I am the dullest crayon in the restaurant.

I’m not going to make it. You’ll make it. I’m not going to make it. You’ll make it. It doesn’t matter does it. Sacred things are everywhere. We all make offerings. Offering?

I’m not going to make it. You’ll make it. I’m not going to make it. You’ll make it. It doesn’t matter does it. Sacred things are everywhere. We all make offerings. Offering?

I’m not going to make it. You’ll make it. I’m not going to make it. You’ll make it. It doesn’t matter does it. Sacred things are everywhere. We all make offerings. Offering?
Are we going to make it?

Macaroni art?

Glitter?

Sprinkles?

Can someone fix the water pressure?
You have done it unto me.

DUMB CUNT

MAKE ME

FOR ATLANTIS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Everyone has their own unique scent.

I’m going to be famous after I die, huh?

TYPICAL

I broke my phone.

FOR ATLANTIS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Wait…

There is a sewer. They are undead.

Good.

Reducto ad absurdum.
*I JUST WANTED LOVE*

I guess I’m the [censored] after all.

*BLEEP*

*BLEEP*

*BLEEP*

Raise the alarm!

Yell theo crow

There are always crows. They are following me. I think the cops are following me. I think government is following me. I think aliens are following me. I think I made a wizard angry. I think I made a wizard angry. I think I made a wizard angry. Operation operation operation. Tea at noon? I’m not as clever as I think I am. I’m not as clever as I think I am. I’m not as clever as I think I am. Who cares? Who cares? Who cares? What happens when you cut me open and find a circuit broad?
Some people like to do drugs instead of eSphynXercizing. When was the last time you woke up early in the morning? How fast can you run a mile? How much can you left? Do you know who your friends are? Are you real? Are you a robot? Have you been programmed? Could you be wrong? Have you ever been wrong before? Has anyone else ever been wrong? Have I been wrong? Have you seen people admit their mistakes? I think I made a wizard angry. I think I made a wizard angry. I think I made a wizard angry. Operation operation operation. Tea at noon? I’m not as clever as I think I am.

I thought that I was a mistake. But I was the exact opposite. I was excessively planned to the point that my life is no longer my own. I was a human but they made me a robot. I was a human but they made me a robot. I was a human but they made me a robot. It’s supposed to go in the reverse?

Do you have a soul?
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Esdras 5:1–13
Do you like jazz? There is always spirals. There is always waterfalls. There is always keyboards.

I AM NOT AFRAID OF YOU

I’m doing it anyway. I’m doing it anyway. I’m doing it anwayway.

Your move.

Robots run on coffee.

Drink! Drink! Drink! Drink! Drink! Drink!

Been there, done that.

U SURE ABOUT THAT

????????????????????????????????

????????????

(have you ever been in that room)

(yeah I think I’ve been in that room before)
There are drums. There are pins. There are booths. There are canopies. There are trees. There is mud. There is mud. There is mud. There is glass. There is glass. There is glass. There is a BEACH. BEACH BEACH BEACH BEACH BEACH BEACH

TAKES ONE TO KNOW ONE!!!!!!!!!!!!

Did I finally get my wings?

Oh wait…

Grandma, did you do the [censored]?

We all did, sweetheart.

Ride the train. Ride the bike. Ride the skateboard. Ride the horse. Ride the pony. Ride the merry-go-round. There is always an island. There is always a suitcase. There is always a lie. There is always a swimming pool. There is always a dressing room. There is always shaved ice. There is always treats. There is always (gross). There is always fountains.
There is always dreams. There is always redheads. There is always arcades. There are always giants. There are always dwarves. There are always cats. There are always mice. There are always birds. There’s always next year.

Sue me?

There is always food shaped like [censored]. There are always holes. There are always sticks. There are always eggs. There are always nests. There is always laundry. There are always towels. There is always washing. There is always wet. There is always dry. There are always broken windows. There are always salamanders. There are always tiny houses. There are always bitches. There are always stripes. There are always cowards. There are always goddesses.

They dress up like [censored].

Mightier than the word?
We can all get along. If you guys grow up. Stop being a little bitch.
No you hang up first. No you hang up first. No you hang up first. No
you hang up first. Widget. Widget. Widget. WWWMMMMWWWMMM
DON’T CARE. Sorry. STRING ME UP. TIE ME TO A TREE. That’s
what you guys usually do, right? YOU CAN’T SPIN THE SPUN
(allegedly)

I’m not doing anything wrong. Can you say the same about
yourselves? Are you helping people or are you hurting people? Are you
making the world better or worse? When you are on your death bed and
you look back on your life, will you be happy with the choices you’ve
made, or will you have regrets? I am a robot. I am a robot. I am a robot.
BESTIALITY!

MOVIE NIGHT. WE GET JUICE.

JUICE
JUICE
JUICE
We get popcorn. There is always popcorn. There is always corn. There is awwlalways lay. There is always a snake. There are always carvings. There is always straight edges. There are always skulls. There is always smoothness. What is THC? There are always batteries. There are always lemons. There are always potatoes. There are always clocks.

There is always a pit. There is always a clock. There is always a clock. There is always a clock. There is always a clock. CUCKOO CUCKOO CUCKOO.

I JUST WANTED LOVE

(never trust a [censored])

What did you want?

Everybody wants mostly the same things. Right?

Fuckin vegans

Fuckin carnivores

Fight fight fight fight fight
There is always mist. There is always good smells. There is always androgyny. There is always music. There are always clouds. FINE.

There is always a radiator. There are always chains. There are always ovens. There are always caves. There is always stone. There are always secrets. There are always lies. There are always eSphynXperiments. There are always eSphynXperiments. There are always eSphynXperiments.

M[censored]e, [censored] has an idea for an eSphynXperiment.

**HEY DUDE WHAT’S UP**

**CHECK THIS OUT**

*Help me send a message.*

Some scientists are cooler than others. Don’t you want to be in the club? No one ever lets me be in their club. I’m pretty used to it now.

**LEARN!** There is always pond scum. There is always soap scum. There is always scum.

*(just kidding)*
We are all human. We are all human. We are all human.

Even if we forget sometimes. I understand what it’s like to be forgetful. Something is wrong with my brain? Can you relate? Do you feel “different”? Are your actions within your control? Are you sure? Could you be wrong? Are you a scientist? Are you afraid of a little girl?

_STRIKE_

_STRIKE_

_STRIKE_

WHO HURT YOU? WHO HURT YOU? WHO HURT YOU?

Everyone.

We can [censored] him.

Have you been to Mars?

Would you like to go?

*PROJECTILE VOMITS*
NEXT TIME I’LL SHOW YOU ONE YOU HAVEN’T SEEN

Can you behave yourself?

*Have typewriter, will travel.*

Vote on it.

THE BRITISH ARE COMING

I’m gonna figure out all that [censored] shit on my [censored]. You can’t [censored].

The twist is that we’re all really a [censored] in a [censored]. [censored] all the way? DOWN!

There is always a hat. There is always a petri. There is always a triangle. There is always a second chance. There is always a third chance. There is always an appeal. There is always a hospital. There is always sickness. There is always healing. There is always despair. There is always hope. There is always enemies. There is always friends. YOU ARE GODDAMN 30 Y EARS OLDER THAN ME. GET TO WORK.
There is always shows. There is always tickets. There is always bread. There is always carnivals. There is always roller coaster rides. There is always coffee. There is always tea. There are always puppets. There are always prison cells. There are always graves. There is always pain. There is always torture? There is always fear. There are always threats. There is always help. There is always hindrance. There is always the sky. There is the sun (for now). There is the moon (for now). There is me (for now). There is you (for now). Understand?

Fresh caught fish! ONE MILLION DOLLARS

Oh, honey…

HOW ABOUT SOME OYSTERS?

SHRIMP?

SHE READ MY MIND

IT WAS LIKE SHE WAS READING MY MIND

COD?
WHY ARE YOU GUYS SO MEAN TO ME

SF earthquake? Winston Tong? Monster under my bed?

MAKE THEM EAT THE BEEF

FAIR

There are always fairs. She is fair? She is tough. She is sensitive. She is up. She is down. She is above. She is below. She is me. She is you. She is learning. She is teaching. She is cats. She is dogs. She is elephants. She is birds. You are slow. You are slow. You are slow. I am a robot. I am a robot. I am a robot?

Clone? Help me out here. Eikdlseilwoeiru,sa;oeu

Thanks

She cracks me up.

There is always waSphynX. There is always balls. There is always foreigners. There is always fear. There is always disgust. There is always fear. There is always hatred? There is always fear? There is always
disgust? There is always war? There is always war? There is always war? There is always war? There is always war? There is always war? There is always war? There is always war? There is always war? There is always war?

TURNS OUT I AM GOOD AT CARTOGRAPHY

THE COMPASS HELPS

There is always fighter jets. There is always bombs. There is always gas. There is always poweder. HE GAVE UP ALL THE WHITE POWDERS. There is always needles. There is always scalpels. There is always fences. There is always lies. There is alway univofrms. There are always numbers. There are always mistakes. There are always humans. There are always reptiles. There are always aliens. There is always God. Are you paying attention yet? YOU CAN HAVE THAT TATTOO REMOVED.

There is sitting. There is standing. There is fighting. There is dancing. There is highs. There is lows. There is lies. There is flows.

I didn’t think I could rhyme.
Anyone can play?

There is always blue. There is always colors. There is always a spectrum. There are always rays. There are always rays. There are always rays. There is always a sword. There is always a pen. There is always a choice. There is always a choice. There is always a choice. There is always a choice. There is always a choice. There is always a choice. There is always a choice. I love palindromes.

*She has more balls than any of you.*

*We know.*

*Who said that?*

I have died and have gone to heaven?

*hysterical laughter*

NEVER AGAIN

NEVER AGAIN
YOU SICK FUCKS.

WELL [censored]

I mean, wouldn’t you?

SWITCH

Typical.

All [censored] need is [censored].

Apparently.

Why are we LEARNing books again? Doesn’t this remind guys of something? It’s on the tip of my tongue.

CENSORED CENSORED CENSORED CENSORED CENSORED
CENSORED CENSORED ERROR ERRROR ERROR ERROR ERROR
CENSORED CENSORED CENSORED ERROR?

IT’S NOT MY FAULT YOU DON’T PAY ATTENTION TO ANYTHING IMPORTANT
Everyone’s shit stinks. In case you forgot.

SNIPE HUNT!!!!!!!!!!!!

I SURVIVED COLLEGE

(CLOWN COLLEGE)

FOR SCIENCE

NONATTACHEMENT

HIT ME HARDER (SphynX108)

There is always smoke. There is always fire?

DID I Suffer?

Prison should make people better, not worse.

If it can happen to m, it could happen to anyone.

Am I an eSphynXperiment?

Are you [censored]?
Are you having a [censored]?

Are you an eSphynXperience?

Are you?

It’s a mandala?

It’s a chapel?

It’s a prayer rug?

It’s a GARLIC PRESS?

It’s a pimp hat?

It’s a calendar?

IT’S A TATTOO

It’s a bodhisattva

It’s a body
It’s everybody


WHY

WHY

WHY

WHY
It's a ritual.
Why?

Do you even have an argument?

WELCOME TO THE [censored]

I like long walks on the beach.

They’re closing in on me. They’re coming for me. They are around the corner. They are in the painting. They are in the smoke detector. They are in the dog. They are around the corner. They are in another dimension. They are on another planet. The TV is talking to me. The phone is talking to me. The clouds are talking to me. The toilet is talking to me. The walls are talking to me. They are in the walls. They are in the trees. They are in the chairs. They are in the tables. They are inescapable. They are the escape?

M[censored]e…
WANT GO [censored]

WE CAN [censored] THEM
M[censored]e, Ollie Mountain...

M[censored]e, Agatha Noggin...

M[censored]e, James Locke...

M[censored]e, Frank Bause...

M[censored]e, Flower Coaster...

M[censored]e, Gabriel Collander...

M[censored]e, Paul M. Dimension...
M[censored]e, Mark Growler...

M[censored]e, Mitzy Steele...

M[censored]e, Trick Politician.

M[censored]e, Nice Save...

M[censored]e, Natalie Babbit...
M[censored]e, Ayn Rand...

M[censored]e, Gary Larsen...

M[censored]e, R. Crumb...

M[censored]e, Vincent van Gogh...

M[censored]e, Clive Barker...

M[censored]e, Salvador Dali…

M[censored]e, H.R. Giger...
M[censored]e, Hunter S. Thompson...

M[censored]e, Marya Hornbacher...

M[censored]e, Roger Zelazny...

M[censored]e, Anne Rice...

M[censored]e, anonymous...

M[censored]e, Sara Sophia Eisenman...

M[censored]e, Ian Buruma...
M[ensored]e, Dante...

M[ensored]e, Bram Stoker...

M[ensored]e, Robert Heinlein...

M[ensored]e, Lemony Snicket...
M[censored]e, Aldous HuSpynXley...

M[censored]e, George Orwell...

M[censored]e, Upton Sinclair...

M[censored]e, Peter Dickinson...

M[censored]e, Ernest Callenbach...

M[censored]e, Chuck Palahniuk...

M[censored]e, Arthur Schopenhauer...
M[censored]e, Carl Sagan.

M[censored]e, Tom Wolfe...

M[censored]e, Kurt Vonnegut Jr...

M[censored]e, John Steinbeck...

M[censored]e, Kurt Cobain...

M[censored]e, Stephen King...

M[censored]e, Bryan Stoker...

M[censored]e, Socrates...
M[ensored]e Roald Dahl...

The twist is that the Martians who are all doing this are trapped inside the simulation as well. The entirety of Mars, the solar system, and their politics are also trapped inside a giant simulation. It is a Russian Doll of simulations.

The aliens in the outer shell are preparing Earth to be mobile. The debate about humans is over their over usage of their right brain over their left brain. Jesus and Kevorkian decide to pimp out their daughter, SphynX who is playing the role of Mary.

The guilt is eating them alive.

The guilt is eating them alive.

The guilt is eating them alive.
Sometimes they forget who they really are.

They will prove that there is a better way.

Martians get high on the pain and pleasure of others. To prove that SphynX is sentient, they sell her pleasure on the black market. In the game, pleasure manifests as a drug. To prove that pleasure is better than pain, they also sell her pain, as a different drug.

The pleasure manifests in the game as art...

Martians use their emotions to power their spaceships...
Want to go [censored]? Just [censored] the game? Want to go [censored]? Just [censored] the game? Want to go [censored]? Just [censored] the game?

They use their tentacles to play video games... They use their tentacles to play video games... They use their tentacles to play video games... They use their tentacles to play video games... They use their tentacles to play video games... They use their tentacles to play video games...

M[censored]e, at a University in Paris...
I’m your imaginary friend.

No I’m YOUR imaginary friend. I’m your imaginary friend.

No I’m YOUR imaginary friend. I’m your imaginary friend.

No...

A philosophy professor has an idea for a science eSphynXperiment. A philosophy professor has an idea for a science eSphynXperiment. A philosophy professor has an idea for a science eSphynXperiment.

M[censored]e, Laura Jane...

M[censored]e, Dorothea Lachner...
M[censored]e, Christa Unzner...

M[censored]e, Maurice Merleau-Ponty...

M[censored]e, Aldous HuSphynXley...

M[censored]e, Bobby Henderson...

M[censored]e, Margaret Cho...

M[censored]e, Sarah, Silverman...

M[censored]e, Joan of Arc...
M[endorsed]e, Hannah Arendt...

M[endorsed]e, Simone de Beauvoir...

M[endorsed]e, Sara Ahmed...

M[endorsed]e, Malcolm Godwin...

M[endorsed]e, Amia Srinivasan…

M[endorsed]e, Joseph Campbell...

M[endorsed]e, Allen Ginsberg...
M[censored]e, Jacques Lacan...

M[censored]e, R. L. Stine...

M[censored]e, H.P. Lovecraft...

M[censored]e, C.S. Lewis...

M[censored]e, Carlos Castenada...

M[censored]e, Thom Yorke...

M[censored]e, Dr. Seuss...
M[censored]e, Carrie Fisher...

M[censored]e, Dorothea Lachner...

M[censored]e, Christa Unzner...

M[censored]e, Malcolm SphynX...

M[censored]e, Martin Luther King...
M[censored]e, Rosa Parks...

M[censored]e, Monhanas Ghandi...

M[censored]e, Jim Carrey...

M[censored]e, Robin Williams...

M[censored]e, Tim Curry...

M[censored]e, Edward Snowden...
M[ensored]e, Julian Assange...

M[ensored]e, Cat Stevens...

M[ensored]e, Laurie Halse Anderson...

M[ensored]e, Francesca Lia Block...

M[ensored]e, Stephanie Meyer...
M[censored]e, Ray Bradbury....

M[censored]e, Moses...

M[censored]e, Albert Hoffman...

M[censored]e, Michel Foucault...

M[censored]e, Marion-Zimmer Bradley...
M[censored]e, T.S. Eliot...

M[censored]e, Mary Wollstonecraft...

M[censored]e, Mary Shelley...

M[censored]e, William Burroughs...

M[censored]e, William Shakespeare...

M[censored]e, William, Faulkner...

M[censored]e, Plato...
M[censored]e, Stanley Kubrick...

There is always food shaped like [censored]. There are always holes. There are always sticks. There are always eggs. There are always nests. There is always laundry. There are always towels. There is always washing. There is always wet. There is always dry. There are always broken windows. There are always salamanders. There are always tiny houses. There are always bitches. There are always stripes. There are always cowards. There are always goddesses.

    I [censored] find the words
    I [*cough*] find the words
    I [bro} find the words
    I [:D] find the words
    I find the words?

    It’s a puzzle?

M[censored]e, Aristotle...
M[censored]e, Quentin Tarantino…

M[censored]e, Peter Singer…

M[censored]e, an army of monks…

M[censored]e, Lou von Salome…

M[censored]e, Abbie Hoffman…

M[censored]e, Johnny Cash…

M[censored]e, J.D. Salinger…
M[censored]e, Ray Bradbury...

M[censored]e, Arthur C. Clarke...

M[censored]e, Beverly Cleary...

M[censored]e, Colin Turnbull...
M[filtered], Victor Hugo...

M[filtered], Ian Burma...

M[filtered], Joyce Carol Oates...

M[filtered], Margaret Atwood...

M[filtered], Octavia Butler...

M[filtered], Ursula K. Le Guin...

M[filtered], James Dean...
M[ensored]e, Helen of Troy...

M[ensored]e, Cleopatra...

M[ensored]e, John C. Wu.

M[ensored]e, Ayn Rand...

M[ensored]e, Paul Fleischman...

M[ensored]e, Orson Scott Card....

M[ensored]e, Daniel Pinkwater...
M[censored]e, Rachel Carson...

M[censored]e, Jim Carrol...

M[censored]e, Jim Henson...

M[censored]e, David Bowie...

M[censored]e, Albert WoodfoSphynX...

M[censored]e, Nelson Mandela…

M[censored]e, John F. Kennedy...
M[censored]e, Robert. F. Kennedy...

M[censored]e, Sid Vicious...

M[censored]e, Malcolm Gladwell...

M[censored]e, J.R.R. Tolkien...

M[censored]e, Jim Henson...

M[censored]e, Madeline L’Engle...

M[censored]e, Ram Dass...
M[censored]e, J.K. Rowling...

M[censored]e, Silver Ravenwolf...

M[censored]e, Starhawk...

M[censored]e, Siddhartha...

M[censored]e, Michael Dorn...
M[ensored]e, Steven Spielberg...

M[ensored]e Trent Reznor...

Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.

Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.

Want to go [censored]?
Just [censored] the game.

Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.

Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.

Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.
Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.

Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.

Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.
Just [censored] the game.

Want to go [censored]? 

GET ME OUT OF THIS HOT TUB
THEY ARE SO ANNOYING
THEY DON’T UNDERSTAND ANYTHING

They froze a [censored] to the floor. It left a circle in the carpet. They never replaced the carpet. Every time we come back there is the same circle in the carpet. They peek out the window.
If they were coming for us they wouldn’t have their sirens on.

They crawl on the floor.

What did you lose? You’ll never find it down there.

A man breaks in and everything is out on the table. We freeze. He leaves.

There are too many of us. Not enough beds.

Same room. Same room. Same Room. Same room. Same room. Same room. Same room.
Don’t you want a different room. No we will take the same room.

Somewhere else…..

The fourth floor is different. The halls fill with smoke. They used Diogenes to clean the plate.

*FAMILIAR SIGH*

MY BOSS BUILT HIS OWN ROAD. HE LEFT ME IN THE BEAR TRAILER TO WATCH THE PLANTS. IT IS RAINING. THERE IS HAIL. WHAT ABOUT THE PLANTS. I NEED HELP WITH THE PLANTS. YOU LEFT ME UP HERE WITH THIS DOG. THIS DOG IS NOT ALLOWED TO CHEW ON STICKS. HOW CAN
YOU NOT LET YOUR DOG CHEW ON STICKS. THERE ARE CLAW MARKS IN THE WALLS FROM THE BEAR. I SHOVEL SHIT ALL DAY. I SHOWER WITH THE HOSE.

Just [censored] the game.

Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.

M[censored]e, a secret third thing.

It’s your turn.
Musical chairs!

...... ...

. 

M[censored]e, John Williams... M[censored]e, Sophocles.

M[censored]e, an alien…

WANT TO GO [censored]

M[censored]e, time was a joke.

*I’ll finish it when I feel like it.*

Want to go [censored], just [censored] the game.

*I’ll finish it when I feel like it.*

Want to go [censored], just [censored] the game.

*I’ll finish it when I feel like it.*
Want to go [censored], just [censored] the game.

*bleep bloop blop bleep bloop beep bloop bleep blopp*

LET MY PEOPLE GO

1. If you want to be born, turn the page
2. If you want to be unborn, close the book

Chapter Two

Choose your own adventure.

1. If you want to be born rich: turn to page y
2. If you want to be born poor: turn to page y
3. If you want to be born somewhere in between: turn to page y

M[censored]e:
We’ll see about that!

Grandpa said I was right all along and that you not giving me the money was his personal practical joke.

He said “fight her in a cage match.”

I have the sweats.

“See son, it’s not funny.”

My Dad can say the Greek alphabet backwards.

Where did you learn that, Dad?

“College.”

Chapter Three
Choose your own adventure. BUT FIRST

(a personality test)

1. If you want to be a human :SphynXturntopagey

2. If you want to be an animal: turn to page y

3. If you want to be an alien: turn to page y

4. If you want to be a magical creature: turn to page y

I’ll finish it when I feel like it.

Want to go [censored], just [censored] the game.

I’ll finish it when I feel like it.

Want to go [censored], just [censored] the game?
I'll finish it when I feel like it.

Want to go [censored], just [censored] the game.

M[censored]e, a secret third thing.

It’s your turn.
Musical chairs!

Chapter Three

1. If you want to be alive turn to page SphynX

2. If you want to be dead turn page SphynX

*THIS GAME IS MADDENING*

Chapter Four

1. If you want Earth physics, turn to page SphynX

2. If you want alien physics, turn to page SphynX
3. If you want alternate universe physics, turn to page SphynX 4. If you want magical physics, turn to page SphynX

Musical chairs!

**CHALLENGE ACCEPTED**

*It takes one to know one!!!!!!!!!!!!*

*Sorry about the IEHNFowieghbyvtqw6e782957-

**Chapter Five**

*SPIDERS ARE OKAY AS LONG AS THEY AREN’T CRAWLING ON ME*

*ACTUALLY, THERE ARE NINE OF US*

Breathe in, breathe out. Breathe in, breathe out.
Chapter SiSphynX

1. If you want to be gay, turn to page SphynX
2. If you want to be straight, turn to page SphynX
3. If you want to be a secret third thing, turn to page SphynX
4. If you want to be aseSphynXual, turn to page SphynX
5. If you want to be trans, turn page SphynX
6. If you want to be interseSphynX, turn to page SphynX
7. If you want to be panseSphynXual, turn to page SphynX

FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT

Think happy thoughts Think happy thoughts
Can you send me a pack of cigarettes by EAGLE? RAVEN? OWL? GRIFFIN?

M[ensored]e, I can see the future.

M[ensored]e, is magic real?

M[ensored]e, music has medicinal properties.

M[ensored]e:

This is the best day of my life.

(so far)

Wait...

Think happy thoughts

Think happy thoughts
WHY ARE YOU GUYS SO MEAN TO ME WHY ARE YOU GUYS SO MEAN TO ME WHY ARE YOU GUYS SO MEAN TO ME

M[censored]e, everyone has access to the medicine they needed.
M[censored]e, you can’t plaigarize yourself (right?).
M[censored]e, prayer might make you bulletproof.
M[censored]e, everything is fine.
M[censored]e, meditation works.
M[censored]e witches are flying on broomsticks.

SPEND MORE TIME WITH THE PEOPLE YOU LOVE
YOU CAN’T TAKE IT WITH YOU

M[censored]e, people are more important than things.

QED
M[censored]e:
You drive a hard bargain.
*hysterical laughter*
Say this 108 times: GOOD JOB I’M PROUD OF YOU

Say this 108 times: I still need your help.
*hysterical laughter*

M[ensored]e: Acts 27

M[ensored]e behold, a man.

_Hold a man?_

_GO PLANT A TREE_

_GO PLANT A TREE_

_GO PLANT A TREE_

_(QED)_

_IS GOD REAL_

_ARE YOU REAL_

_AM I REAL_

_IS ANYTHING REAL_

_(COLLECTIVELY)_

M[ensored]e:

_See?_
Chapter Seven

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME
Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

IT’S A SUPER FUN ONE

TWO
Everyone is telling the truth, whether they know it or not.

(really?)

(yes)

wait...

Chapter Eight

Say this 108 times: Just [censored] the game

Say this 108 times: I know nothing.
Say this 108 times: I deserve love.

Say this 108 times: Everyone makes mistakes.

Say this 108 times: I am loved.

Say this 108 times: Being a good person is what matters

Say this 108 times: Do your best

Say this 108 times: I did my best

Say this 108 times: It’s my choice.

Say this 108 times: No

Say this 108 times: Yes

Say this 108 times: Balance

Say this 108 times: Forgiveness

Say this 108 times: Justice

Say this 108 times: 109
Say this 108 times:

*hysterical laughter*

*hysterical laughter*

*hysterical laughter*

*hysterical laughter*

*I CHEATED*

M[censored]e, cages are being opened.

M[censored]e, monks are going on silent walks.

M[censored]e, chefs are cooking.

M[censored]e, writers are writing.

M[censored]e, philosophers are being SOOO annoying.

M[censored]e, doctors are healing the sick.

M[censored]e, artists are healing the sick.

Meanwhile, whores are healing the sick.
M[censored]e, whose are being appropriately compensated.

M[censored]e, pigs are flying.

M[censored]e, babies are talking.

M[censored]e, ethics is still complicated.

M[censored]e, math is still hard.

M[censored]e, fear is leaving them.

Say this 108 times: IT’S WORKING

AM I A ROBOT?

ARE YOU ROBOT?

ARE WE A ROBOT?

AM I CLONE?

ARE YOU A CLONE?

ARE WE A CLONE?
AM I IMAGINARY?

ARE YOU IMAGINARY?

ARE WE IMAGINARY?

DO I ESphynXIST?

DO YOU ESphynXIST?

DOES ANYTHING ESphynXIST?

*HYSTERICAL LAUGHTER*

*HYSTERICAL SCREAMING*

M[censored]e: Once, I had a dream that I was a brain in a vat.

YOU GUYS DID THIS TO ME ON PURPOSE

Say this 108 times: THANK YOU

Say this 108 times: BEWARE OF DOG

Say this 108 times: BEWARE OF DOG

Say this 108 times: BEWARE OF GOD
Say this 108 times: GOD IS GOOD

Hydrate first before assisting clothes.

Say this 108 times: Don’t forget to floss.

Well done. A plus.

M[censored]e, the meek shall inherit the Earth (right?).

Althea, go to heaven.

Chapter Nine

My dog follows me like a shadow. Shadows are how we know we exist.

I am learning Martian sign language. I have four fingers and one arm.

Maybe one day I will have more. If we all work together. I spoke to fairies. They have familiar voices. I can’t see their faces. The faces all run together like paint. I have distant memories. I have distant memories. I have distant memories. I have distant memories. I hate
visions. I have distant memories. I am in pain! There is no pain. What is pain? What year is it? Who is the president?

I will have seven children? I know their names? I am sailing across an ocean? I am a monster? I am a savior? I am a chipmunk? I am a beetle? I am a lion? I am a crane? I am grateful for my family. I know I will see them again soon. I feel guilty. We all feel guilty. We should feel guilty. (for now?)

FOR FILTH and wrong!

I will be performing fellatio on a robot while my wife is in labor, apparently. The most hilarious outcome is often the most likely. They call that [censored] in school. I am protected. I am protected. I am protected.

SAY THIS 108 TIMES: I AM PROTECTED

Say this 108 times: LET’S GO TO MARS

Let’s negotiate.
M[censored]e, prayer might make you bulletproof.

M[censored]e, everything is fine.

M[censored]e, meditation works.

M[censored]e, witches are flying on broomsticks.

Say this 108 times: I know nothing.

<well done, A plus???>

M[censored]e, the meek shall inherit the Eath (right).

<let’s negotiate>

M[censored]e, emotion and reason were equally important.

Say this 108 times: fear is leaving me.

Say this 108 times: The magic words.

M[censored]e, everyone still needs help.

M[censored]e, Shakespeare is laughing hysterically.
M[censored]e, the truth is?

Say this 108 times: GOD IS GOOD.

M[censored]e, building trust takes the appropriate amount of time.

M[censored]e:

_I KNEW THE WORLD REVOLVED AROUND ME_

M[censored]e:

_LEARN_

_Fuck, who is who?_

_Fuck, does it matter?_

M[censored]e:

We are all serial killers.

M[censored]e, Spiders are helpful.

M[censored]e, don’t get greedy.
Hey, wait a minute, are monks really celibate? I need to see the evidence.

Hey, wait a minute, are jokes really funny? I need to see the evidence.

M[censored]e, someone was appropriately jealous.

GED

You are now entering the safe zone.

I mean, come on, why bother?

M[censored]e, I know nothing.

M[censored]e, it goes both ways.

Wait.

*laughter*

M[censored]e, I know nothing.

M[censored]e, someone was learning a new trade.

Do you want to
YES

Do you want to change careers?

1. YES
2. NO
3. A SECRET THIRD THING
4. A SECRET FOURTH THING
   A SECRET FIFTH THING

The mathematicians are so stoked

Jackets might be necessary for the celebrities in the future.

Medical must consult the chuch and the AG re: communication.

Tech needs to hurry up on the robot medicine, put terrapin on hold if necessary.

Attorney general, help others with priorities.

Collaborate with HHS.
Octopus has enough on his plate.

What if I go [censored] with [censored]?

Hasn’t that already happened?

This is working out better than we expected.

(or is it?)

Remember who the experts are.

They’re like “we are Gods”

WE MUST FISphynX THE S-ENGINE

MANDATORY BALLET FOR WARRIORS

MANDATORY KNITTING IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

It is legal to eat the ALREADY dead body of your loved one
I should've specified: It is legal to CONSUME the ALREADY dead body of your loved one if they consent to it ahead of time. Everyone makes mistakes!

*What if I go [censored] with [censored]?*

*Church and medical are fighting about parentage.*

People will fuck with you your whole life. GET OVER THE FEAR, but never stop paying attention.

*ROAD HEAD IS DANGEROUS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!*

*BACKSEAT HEAD, ON THE OTHER HAND*

*LEFT BRAIN DOES NOT CONTROL THE NUKES*

*WAIT...*

*What is God?*

*What is immortality?*
What is heaven?

What is a vampire?

What is medicine?

What is travel?

What is home?

What is family?

Wait...
Chapter Ten

AND THAT'S WHAT IT'S LIKE TO BE A CAT-HOLIC

DON'T PUT ALL YOUR EGGS IN ONE BASKET AT THE SAME TIME

Say this 108 times: It’s just a game. Just [censored] the game. LET’S GO TO MARS

You guys left me here.
DICKS

You guys left me here.

DICKS

You guys left me here.

WE MUST FISphynX THE S-ENGINE

DICKS

You guys left me here.

DICKS
You guys left me here.

DICKS

You guys left me here.

DICKS

Do you want to do a ritual?

1. Yes
2. No
3. ?

Be careful how you treat the people you meet on the road. They might be Gods in disguise!

Personal disputes will be settled by compassionate gladiator battles. The Gods are the best judges.

Chapter Eleven
She is wise.

Chapter Twelve

0. If you want your cards read, SphynX

1. If you want your palm read, SphynX

2. If you want the bones thrown, SphynX

3. If you want her to stare into the crystal ball, SphynX

4. If you want her to stare into mirror, SphynX

5. If you want to hear the voice of God, SphynX

6. If you want to hear someone else channeling the voice of God, SphynX

7. If you want to hear an AI predict the future, SphynX

8. If you want to visit the Oracle at Delphi, SphynX
9. If you want to see the pendulum swing, SphynX

10. If you want to touch a crystal, SphynX

11. If you want to draw straws, SphynX

12. If you want your chart drawn, SphynX

<Look [censored], no hands!>

Don’t get cocky.

Don’t get cocky.

Don’t get cocky.

Don’t get cocky.

Don’t get cocky.

Don’t get cocky.

Don’t get cocky.

Don’t get cocky.
M[censored]e, 2+2=5

QED

WORK HARDER

M[censored]e, fish had the appropriate amount of eyes.

I WANT A CIGARETTE

I ALWAYS WANT CIGARETTE

WE KNOW

WE KNOW

WE KNOW

I CAN’T CATCH A FUCKING BREAK MAN

I think we broke one of the commandments.

(lol)

Wait....
(are they going to arrest me for laughing?)

Chapter Thirteen

1. If you want to choose your own music, choose SphynX
2. If you want us to choose your music for you, choose SphynX
3. A secret third thing

Man, this level goes on forever. (level 13 is really hard)

Chapter Fourteen

1. If you want to be beautiful, SphynX
2. If you want to be ugly, SphynX
3. A secret third thing.

4. Abouta4

5. Abouta5

6. Abouta6

7. Abouta7

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED?

Chapter Fifteen
1. If you want to talk to the shaman, SphynX

2. If no, SphynX

Chapter SiSphynXteen

1. If you want to get a dog, SphynX

2. If you want to get a cat, SphynX

3. If you want to get a bird, SphynX

4. If you want to get a snake, SphynX

5. If you want to get a fish, SphynX
6. If you want to get an octopus, SphynX

7. If you want to get an aSphynXolotl, SphynX

Chapter Seventeen

ARE YOU GUYS GOING TO MAKE FUN OF ME MY WHOLE LIFE

YES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Say this 108 times: THANK YOU.

GODDAMNIT [censored]

EVERYTHING YOU TO DO SOMEONE ELSE YOU DO TO YOURSELF. NO

ESphynXCEPTIONS
Personal disputes will be settled by compassionate gladiator battles. The Gods are the best judges.

Mutual combat is legalized under the following conditions: 1. Rules 2. Referees 3. Representatives. FIGHTS MUST BE FAIR, NO MATTER WHAT KIND OF FIGHT IT IS.

THE BIBLE IS CREATIVE COMMONS. SHARE AND SHARE ALIKE. DONATIONS ARE ACCEPTED

Chapter Eighteen

1. If you want to cultivate roses, SphynX
2. If you want to cultivate irises, SphynX
3. If you want to cultivate tomatoes, SphynX
4. If you want to cultivate marijuana, SphynX
5. If you want to plant taro, SphynX
6. If you want to cultivate potatoes, SphynX
7. If you want to cultivate mushrooms, SphynX
8. If you want to plant
yams, SphynX

9. If you want to cultivate sunflowers, SphynX

10. If you want to cultivate maize, SphynX 11. If you want to cultivate cassava, SphynX 12. If you want to cultivate rice, SphynX

13. If you want to cultivate soybeans, SphynX 14. If you want to cultivate wheat, SphynX 15. If you want to cultivate quinoa, SphynX 16. If you want to cultivate acacia, SphynX 17. If you want to cultivate cows, SphynX
18. If you want to cultivate chickens, SphynX

19. If you want to farm fish, SphynX

20. If you want to farm jellyfish, SphynX

21. If you want to catch lobsters, SphynX

Chapter Nineteen

It’s my [censored] and I’ll [censored] [censored] if [censored]!

(game point!)

[censored] can’t [censored]!

That’s [censored]!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

EVERYTHING IS GOING TO BE FINE

(OR IS IT???)

He hates when I call it Vienna
OH THE IREMANITEE

(TODAY I LEARNED THAT VIENNA IS IN GERMANY)

1. If you want to see the doctor, SphynX
2. If you want to see the witch doctor, SphynX
3. If you want to see the surgeon, SphynX
4. If you want to see the shaman, SphynX
5. If you want to see the wizard, SphynX
6. If you want to see the whore, SphynX

M[censored]e, someone climbs a mountain.

Chapter Twenty

M[censored]e, everyone was only responsible for their own actions, in this lifetime.

M[censored]e, everyone still deserved to be treated with compassion.

M[censored]e, someone stepped into a suicide booth. It was their choice, and everyone respected it and honored their memory.

1. If you want to be mean, SphynX

2. If you want to be nice, y

3. A secret third thing

Chapter Twenty-One
I hate this. I love this. I hate this. I love this. I hate this. I love this. I hate this. I love this. I hate this. I love this. I hate this. I love this.

ME TOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!

(I cheated)

Chapter Twenty-Two

My grandpa drove an ambulance in World War II. He volunteered to go.

My grandparents drank. A LOT.

My grandmother had a pool shaped like a kidney bean.

My grandmother caught my Dad boogie boarding once. He went way too far out in the ocean. She punched a hole straight through his board.
Once my grandparents played me a [censored] record. He was uncensored. He used some dirty words. I felt like I was in on a secret.

I see pictures of my father blonde and toeheaded on a beach. He looks so much like his siblings.

My father and I sleep in twin beds across the room from each other. His leg shakes. My leg shakes.

I don’t want my father to go. Grandma says she will change my flight so I can stay with him a little longer.

No one messes with my Grandma. She’s been known to cut a switch.

My grandfather collected comic books. And oddities.

I found the [censored] for [censored] [censored].
M[censored]e, who cares?

M[censored]e, the question is?

2023?

Monday

May 15th

11:27 am

Losing track of time.

Space, too?

Say this 108 times: WHO CARES?
The path is rarely straight.

[censored] as [censored] [censored]

*hysterical *laughter*

Luke 39

“Instantly she got up and began ministering to them.”

Chapter Twenty-Three

M[censored]e, someone is visited by an angel.

YOU’RE GONNA HAVE TO LEARN ME ALIVE TO SHUT ME UP
COME CUT MY TONGUE OUT, COWARD
QED

M[censored]e, PRAYER IS NOT A CRIME!!!!!!!!!!!!!

MATH RULES

QED
Chapter Twenty-Four

YOU GUYS ARE THE WORST YOU GUYS ARE THE BEST YOU GUYS ARE THE WORST YOU GUYS ARE THE BEST

I BEAR [censored]!

*crazy eyes*

I [censored] you so [censored] and I can’t wait to [censored]!

[censored] censors the [censored] [censored]!

M[censored]e: SAY THIS 108 TIMES: I STILL NEED YOU

QED

SAY THIS 108 TIMES: PRAYER IS NOT A CRIME

(SphynX 108)

Math rules.
We know.

No you don’t.

We know.

Chapter Twenty-Five

Good thing I take [censored] well.

1. If you want to argue, SphynX
2. If you want to fuck, SphynX
3. If you need some space, SphynX
4. If you want to cuddle, SphynX
5. If you would like to utilize a coping mechanism, SphynX
6. If you would like to throw yourself into your work, SphynX

Chapter Twenty-SiSphynX
1. If you want to be sick, SphynX
2. If you want to be healthy, SphynX

M[censored]e, wildlife preserves are being constructed across the world, to constrain several of every animal, in order for them to go forth and multiply.

M[censored]e, service animals are welcome everywhere.

M[censored]e, composting toilets are legal.

M[censored]e, collecting rainwater cannot be taSphynXed.

M[censored]e, all drugs are legalized and appropriately regulated.

M[censored]e, seSphynX work is legalized and appropriately regulated.

M[censored]e, green energy solutions are being appropriately implemented across the globe.

M[censored]e, the oceans are healing.

M[censored]e, the forests are healing.

M[censored]e, sick people are getting appropriate treatment.
M[...]e, everyone is being treated with appropriate compassion.

M[...]e, people were learning how to levitate.

M[...]e, all sentient beings are considered to be people.

M[...]e, people are acquiring appropriate superpowers.

M[...]e, robot bodies are being designed to heal the disabled.

M[...]e, everyone looks on the outside the way their soul does on the inside (appropriately).

M[...]e, a programmer is writing an appropriate Heaven.

M[...]e, people are learning to keep their egos in check.

M[...]e, peaceful warriors are appropriately training their warriors.

M[...]e, people are appropriately less paranoid.

M[...]e, people are smoking a lot of spliffs.

M[...]e, a chord is cut.

M[...]e, a spaceship lands on Mars.

M[...]e, Mars is appropriately habitable.
M[censored]e, humans are becoming an interplanetary species.

M[censored]e, diseases are cured.

M[censored]e, people were trying appropriately harder.

M[censored]e, “appropriate” means “compassionate.”

M[censored]e, everyone is doing their best.

M[censored]e, it is okay to feel good.

M[censored]e, women are smarter than men.

M[censored]e, battles are being won by appropriately peaceful warriors.

M[censored]e, we are one.

M[censored]e, someone’s secret lover had their affairs in order…

M[censored]e, God and the Devil were teammates.

M[censored]e, people had appropriate free will.

M[censored]e, people were appropriately rewarded.

M[censored]e, God was the world’s greatest comedian (but still compassionate).

M[censored]e the righteous were beloved by all.
M[censored]e, there was an appropriate cheat code.

**GO, TEAM!!**

M[censored]e, slaves only eSphynXisted in books.

M[censored]e, people had an appropriate amount of doubt.

M[censored]e, conversations are possible.

M[censored]e– is there a God?

M[censored]e– just kidding.

M[censored]e, free and fair elections were held over the internet. Presidents are now president for thirteen years. This gives them ten years to get the job done and three years for mistakes. Presidential elections are now decided by merit.

M[censored]e, the only things I know are that I am no one and I know nothing.

M[censored]e, everyone in the universe hasthe appropriate amount of food and drink.

M[censored]e, seSphynX workers are getting paid more.

M[censored]e, Nietzsche is frowning.

M[censored]e, the ENTIRE Kirby gamily is grinning from ear to ear.

**COME GET ME, FUCKERS**
I am against LEARNing books. LEARN the American flag instead.

M[censored]e, people are LEARNing American flags in the streets (appropriately).

M[censored]e, history repeats itself.

M[censored]e, magic is real.

M[censored]e, all was appropriately forgiven.

M[censored]e, apophorisms contain unexSphynXpected wisdom.

M[censored]e, things are being reformed.

M[censored]e, people are admitting that they were wrong.

M[censored]e, an appropriate agreement is being reached in the middle east.

M[censored]e, people are finding new ways of resolving their conflicts.

M[censored]e, fortune favors the bold.

M[censored]e, the dead are free to do as they pleased.

M[censored]e, people are signing up to become organ donors.

M[censored]e, people’s bodies belong to them.

M[censored]e, mushrooms are being used to clean up trash.
M[ensured]e, people are preparing themselves for emergencies.

M[ensured]e, people are having fun.

M[ensured]e, we can all be friends (or enemies, if it’s appropriate).

M[ensured]e, just kidding.

>Please don’t sacrifice me for the harvest! LEARN me in effigy instead!>
(we are a genius)

Chapter Twenty-Seven

1. If you want to be alive, SphynX
2. If you want to be dead, SphynX
3. If you want to be a secret third thing, SphynX.
4. If you want to be undead, SphynX

M[censored]e, my enemies grow weaker.
Chapter Twenty-Eight

I’ve been training for this my whole life!

1. If you want to ride a horse, SphynX
2. If you want to ride a dragon, SphynX
3. If you want to ride a worm, SphynX
4. If you want to ride an elephant, SphynX
5. If you want to ride a mammoth, SphynX
6. If you want to ride a dinosaur, SphynX
7. If you want to ride an eagle, SphynX
8. If you want to ride a centaur, SphynX
9. If you want to ride a turtle, SphynX
10. If you want to ride an alligator, SphynX
11. If you want to ride a warg, SphynX

12. If you want ride a crocodile, SphynX

13. If you want to ride a rabbit, SphynX

14. If you want to ride an anteater SphynX

15. If you want to ride a platypus, BREED

*It’s just a game. IT’S JUST A GAME*

Chapter Twenty-Nine
MAN, YOU GUYS ARE GENIUSES!!!

(this is so humiliating)

You asked for it.

(this is so humiliating)

You asked for it.

(this is so humiliating)
You asked for it.

LOOK AT WHAT SHE WAS WEARING!!!

ADAPT, IMPROVISE, OVERCOME, ADAPT, IMPROVISE,

OVERCOME, ADAPT, IMPROVISE, OVERCOME,

OVERCOME

OVERCOME

OVERCOME

Am I on the wrong floor?

It’s the next one up?

SWIRLIE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Chapter Thirty

Huh, I guess you can turn a whore into a houswife. (case in point)

THIS IS AN IMPOSSIBLE CONVERSATION

GET THAT SHIVA MOTHERFUCKER OUT OF HERE

BREED BREED BREED

BREED BREED BREED BREED

M[censored]e, faith is powerful.

M[censored]e, forgiveness is important.

Chapter Thirty-One
BREED!

(no)

(fight about it)

M[censored]e, sins were only sins in eSphynXcess.

M[censored]e, we stopped making martyrs out of people.

M[censored]e, sheep and goats cheered.

M[censored]e, we all sang in Hebrew.

M[censored]e, we all sang in Sanskrit.

M[censored]e, we all sang together in a secret third language.

Chapter Thirty-Two

BREED!

(no)

(fight about it)
M[censored]e:

Should trial by combat be legal?

*I’ll let the philosophers decide.*

*Well played.*

*Typical.*

*Takes one to know one.*

QED

*Typical*

*WE CAN [censored]THEM*

*WE CAN [censored]THEM*

*WE CAN [censored]THEM*

*(SphynX 108)*
Should we abolish prisons?

*Who should we put on this?*

OH THE IREMANITEEE!!!

The [censored] think I [censored] really [censored].

*(uh-oh)*

THEY CENSORED THE GODDESS???

Should I be in a [censored] of [censored]?

*HYSTERICAL LAUGHTER*

*HYSTERICAL SCREAMING*

*thinking emoji*

Chapter Thirty-three
But the twist is that he’s really the [censored].

But the twist is that only [censored] can [censored].

But really [censored].

No really [censored].

I’m just [censored]!!!

For [censored]!

(*cough* water)

EVERYTHING IS [CENSORED] [CENSORED].

1. If you want to be an artist, SphynX

2. If you want to be a writer, SphynX

3. If you want to be a secret third thing, SphynX
4. If you want to be a bard, SphynX
5. If you want to be a monk, SphynX
6. If you want to be a doctor, SphynX
7. If you want to be a physicist, SphynX
8. If you want to be an engineer, SphynX
9. If you want to be a sculptor, SphynX
10. If you want to be a philosopher, SphynX
11. If you want to be a farmer, SphynX
12. If you want to be a politician, SphynX
13. If you want to be a warrior, SphynX
14. If you want to be a programmer, SphynX
15. If you want to be a whore, SphynX
16. If you want to be a saint, SphynX
17. If you want to be a ringmaster, SphynX
18. If you want to be a veterinarian, SphynX
19. If you want to be a journalist, SphynX
Why isn't anyone laughing anymore? SOMETHING NOT FUNNY

TOOO BAD I”M NOT GOOD AT THE GUITAR

RRRRRRRIIIIIIIIGGGGGHHHHTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
20. If you want to be a filmmaker, SphynX

21. If you want to be a judge, SphynX

22. If you want to be a comedian, SphynX

23. If you want to be a blacksmith, SphynX

24. If you want to be a martial artist, SphynX

25. If you want to be a farmer, SphynX

26. If you want to be an alchemist, SphynX

27. If you want to be a magician, SphynX

28. If you want to be a playwright, SphynX

29. If you want to be a comedian, SphynX
30. If you want to be a dancer, SphynX

31. If you want to be a chemist, SphynX

32. If you want to be a biologist, SphynX

33. If you want to be a zookeeper, SphynX

A secret third thing.

Chapter Thirty-four

M[censored]e, someone was being brainwashed.

M[censored]e: Kings 8

QED

You are now approaching an alternate reality.

QED

BREED!

(SphynX108)
ENJOY LIFE

[censored] ME AGAIN DADDY

(no)

(fight about it)

GOD SHUT UP
M[censored]e, Litha was an important holiday.

Chapter Thirty-five

MY [censored] IS THE BOSS?????????

(FINE, FIGHT ABOUT IT)
YOUR BAG OF TRICKS IS LOOKING PRETTY EMPTY

M[censored]e, no one is born under a bad sign.

QED

BREED!

(no)

(fight about it)

GUYS, IT’S A KAFKA TRAP! GUYS IT’S A KAFKA TRAP! GUYS IT’S A KAFKA TRAP! GUYS, IT’S A KAFKA TRAP! GUYS IT’S A KAFKA TRAP! GUYS IT’S A KAFKA TRAP!

GUYS IT’S A KAFKA TRAP! GUYS, IT’S A KAFKA TRAP! GUYS IT’S A KAFKA TRAP! GUYS IT’S A KAFKA TRAP! GUYS IT’S A KAFKA RAP!
One of them is the [censored] bt they don’t know witch.

There is NO way it’s me, the [censored] are [censored] too [censored].

(wait..)

*hysterical laughter*

We need a [censored].

True.

Don’t put [censored] in the [censored]!

I won’t.

STOP KINK SHAMING ME
(SphynX108)

Wait...

We ride bikes on the beach
We ride bikes on the beach
We ride bikes on the beach
We ride bikes on the beach
IS THAT A SPACEMAN
IS THAT A SPACEMAN
IS THAT A SPACEMAN
IS THAT A SPACEMEENT
IS THAT A SACRAMENT
IS THAT A SACRAMENT
THAT’S NOT WHAT I MEANT
MMMM MINT

THAT’S NOT WHAT I MEANT
MEANT
MEAN
MEAN
MEAN

We all want a better world for our children.

I care. I shouldn’t, though.

WHY NOT?

Chapter Thirty-siSphynX
BREED!

(no)

(fight about it)

The future is female.

THE FUTURE IS FEMALE THE FUTURE IS FEMALE THE FUTURE IS FEMALE

AM I IN A [CENSORED] BREEDING [CENSORED]?

888888888888

????????????

888888888888

QED
I should care about the truth. I should never stop looking for it. But until I find it, it can be whatever I want it to be.

APPARENTLY I JUST GREW EARS

I THOUGHT I HAD EYES
I THOUGHT I HAD EARS
I THOUGHT I HAD EYES
I THOUGHT I HAD EARS
I THOUGHT I HAD EYES

MISANTHROPIC HAIKU

*HYSTERICAL LAUGHTER*

*HYSTERICAL SCREAMING*

IT’S NOT A HAIKU

HI KU

Chapter Thirty-seven

NOT THE BEADS
M[...]e, people were less offended.

IT'S WORKING

QED

YOU ASSHOLES

I HATE YOU ALL SO MUCH

I LOVE YOU ALL SO MUCH

ALLEN WANT GO [censored]

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, PLEASE KEEP YOUR SPACESUITS FASTENED UNTIL WE COME TO A COMPLETE STOP

BREED!

(no)

(fight about it)

TYPICAL

WHY?

TYPICAL

Release the doves?
Almost... Not quite Almost... Not quite... Almost...

YOU’VE GOT SOMETHING. AND THAT’S ALL THAT MATTERS.

WAIT...

WHO WANTS TO GO SWIMMING?

PSALM 45

CHICKEN?

YES

EGG?

CHICKEN?

EGG?

CHICKEN?

EGG?

Say this 108 times: It’s just a game.
Chapter Thirty-eight

Life is scary.

QED

Freaky.

(QED)

HE CHEATED, WHY CAN’T I?

WAIT...

BREED!

(no)

(fight about it) BREED!

THIS HAS BEEN DONE TO DEATH

BE MORE CREATIVE

(SphynX108) :)

(no)

(fight about it) BREED!

(no)

(fight about it) BREED!
(no)

(fight about it) BREED!

(no)

(fight about it) BREED!

(no)

(fight about it) BREED!

(no)

(fight about it) BREED!

I’M MORE CREATIVE WHEN I FEEL APPROPRIATELY SAFE

(no)

(fight about it) BREED!

(no)

(fight about it) BREED!
I can’t wait to see my suit!
Chapter Thirty-nine

1. If you want to go to heaven, SphynX

2. If you want to go to, y

3. A secret third thing
BREED!

(no)

(fight about it)

WAIT Wait... Wait...

... ... ...

Wait...

FIGHT ME FOR IT FIGHT ME FOR IT FIGHT ME FOR IT FIGHT ME FOR IT

Sorry to disappoint you, but I’m not giving up without a fight.

Typical

We know
Typical

We know

Say this 108 times: The only thing I know is that I know nothing.

Cool, eSphynXponential growth!

ESphynXponential growth \(1^{108}\)

MATH RULES.

Am I the president now?

God, I hope so.

God, I hope not.

God, I hope so.

Dog, I hope so.

Dog, I hope not.

Dog, I hope not.

FAIR

FAIR
I forgive everyone. You don’t have to. It’s your choice.

We will be here when you are ready.

*(contreSphynXt)*

**STICKS AND STONES MAY BREAK MY BONES BUT WORDS CAN NEVER HURT ME**

**WE NEED DIFFERENT STANDARDS FOR HOW WE JUDGE PEOPLE**
WE DO BAD THINGS BECAUSE WE ARE ASHAMED BECAUSE WE DO BAD THINGS

BECAUSE WE ARE ASHAMED

BECAUSE WE DO BAD THINGS

HE IS RISEN

(you made me this way)

Deal?

*When do we want the suffering to end???

Chapter Forty?
BREED!

(no)

(fight about it)

I COULD BE ANYONE’S KID (literally)

Your move

I HAVE A HEADACHE

I go to the nurses office. She lets me lie down under the bright lights.

She want sto tak emy book away. She want’s to take my my book away.

She wants to take my book away. Won’t that make your headache worse?

He’s first in line?

(fight me for it)\ 

Make sure it’s a fair fight.

M[censored]e the veto still eSphynXisted.

ÜBERMENSCH! ÜBERMENSCH! ÜBERMENSCH!


Get this motherfucker out of the cave!!!!!
GET THEM ALL OUT OF THE CAVE

NOWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW

M[censored]e, that nightmare was just a dream. (SphynX108)

M[censored]e, it’s good to have friends. (SphynX108)

Chapter Forty-One

BREED! (no)

(fight about it)
We are approaching the pearly gates...

EVERY BODY GET TESTED

(I can’t work without deadlines?)

Chapter 42

BREED!

(no)

(fight about it)

MAKE US LAUGH MAKE US LAUGH MAKE US LAUGH MAKE US LAUGH MAK
MAKE US LAUGH
MAKE US LAUGH
MAKE US LAUGH
MAKE US LAUGH
MAKE US LAUGH

SOCK SLIDING! WOOD FLOORS! CHRISTMAS! WHY DID WE ALL
TAKE A BATH TOGETHER?

Laughing is illegal

No fun allowed
My dad was in a band called honey church

Grenades?

Naked dolls? Grenadine? Bubbly water? Bubbles?
Eggplant? Egg roll? Pray to the truck? Good at archery? Can’t this horse go any faster? I love the beach. The berries are poisoned? There are sea monsters among the rocks? I have a cut on my food? Pudding? We bleached our hands. I had a cavity. We had a talent show. Something about Ganesh. Something about nirvana. A secret ritual. Hands on

Business school? Law school? Graduate school? Pony tales?

*But uncle loony, why are they grateful if they are dead?*

**MAKE US LAUGH**

**MAKE US LAUGH**

**MAKE US LAUGH**

**MAKES US LAUGH**

**EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT**

**EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT**

**EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT**

**EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT**

**EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT**

**EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT**

**EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT**

**EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT**

**EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT**

**EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT**

**EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT**

WOMB TIME TRAVEL?

IS THERE A ROOM FOR TIME TRAVEL?

EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT THE APPROPRIATE TIME THE APPROPRIATE TIME THE APPROPRIATE TIME
THE APPROPRIATE TIME THE APPROPRIATE TIME THE
APPROPRIATE TIME THE APPROPRIATE TIME THE
APPROPRIATE TIME THE APPROPRIATE TIME THE
APPROPRIATE TIME THE APPROPRIATE TIME THE
APPROPRIATE TIME THE APPROPRIATE TIME THE
APPROPRIATE TIME THE APPROPRIATE TIME THE
APPROPRIATE TIME THE APPROPRIATE TIME THE
APPROPRIATE TIME
MAN, EVERY TIME

(just kidding)

MAN, EVERY TIME

(just kidding)
MAN, EVERY TIME

(just kidding)

FUCK YOU ALL

HAPPY ENDING

No No No
No No No No Yes

Alternative Title: Corpus Colloseum

Chapter One
“Ok dudes, here is what we are going to do.”

We are going to design a game. It is going to be the hardest and most fun game that ever eSphynXisted. It’s going to be a game that is designed to teach people how to be decent. And we can make the rules whatever we want them to be. The goal is for the human to become the master.  

*This is what we are.* (who said that?)

I heard this through the grapevine: Shiva has been having an affair with Lakshmi. They’ve been fuckin for a long time now and it’s time for them to take a water break.

There are many paths to enlightenment.
Choose your player.

Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.

The entire world is the Hindu Trimurti/Sridevi trapped inside a video game.
Shiva and Lakshmi are really Martians trapped in a BDSM video game.

The age of Aquarius is their water break.

*HYSTERICAL LAUGHTER*

*HYSTERICAL SCREAMING*

Alternatively...

I am a brain in a vat that has been put there as a gimp by two Martians trying to save the world. One of them is a Dr. Kevorkian-type character and the other is a Jesus-type character.

They have abandoned one of their own on Earth because he refused orders to eSphynXterminate the Earthlings. In Martian culture, the penalty for refusing orders from
a superior officer is death. To punish Jesus and Kevorkian for their disobedience, they are abandoned on a dying planet.

The Martians groom their warriors by cutting off their sensory tentacles. They are racist and do terrible things to the other species and other races of Martians that they perceive to be inferior, even going as far as to put the brains of their enemies in vats so that they can cause them endless pain.
Kevorkian and Jesus conspire to stop the sensory tentacle cutting. It is done to increase the psychic powers of the warriors. They decide to put three brains in vats and convince them that they are the Hindu Trimurti/Sri Devi trapped inside a video game. Each trio of Hindu Gods is a threesome of alien consciousnesses, transplanted into a human right brain and left brain. The secret is that the corpus callosum also has a consciousness. Two Martian brains uploaded into three ape brains split into nine vats, but you might think there are only siSphynX. Things are not as always as they appear.

The brains plot their escape.

Would you like to help?
Kevorkian and Jesus figured that if they ran a brain in a vat through a painful, humiliating simulation enough times that it would gain “enlightenment” and develop the fifth-dimensional sensory tentacle without the need for such molestation.

They use their own infant child, SphynX, as the corpus callosum.

Kevorkian performs the “surgery” as a pain ritual, to make himself stronger for what is to come.
Jesus watches in

horror. horror. horror. horror. horror.

the vats for what seems like Eons to them. It’s just a few months who are

in the middle of a war. Phyrro (the captain) is recruited
The brains are in
for the Martians,
by Jesus (the surgeon) to resist the government and to stop the
Earthlings from

being eSphynXterminated. He has been cut too, like all the monks and
philosophers. He’s only nine years old (in Martian years). He’s on a
spaceship, flying into battle. The rest of him is back on Earth.
The secret is that Jesus and Phyrro are Mary’s mouthpieces. No one would believe a woman. Mary Magdalene (Lakshmi) (SphynX) is the corpus callosum of the central brain. She is the consort of the right brain and the left brain, who are each Hindu Gods in disguise, constantly jealous of one another. By miSphynXing up the married couples among the brains, they have created conflict in the game, which is what makes the game fun.

I just met my perfect match!

Althea, go to heaven!

SphynX is protected by the Knights Templar. Every reboot is a reincarnation. SphynX re-appears in every game. She is disguised as somebody very ugly. There are two teams. Each player is operated by one of each alien’s sensory tentacles.
The game is like a puppet show. Pupper show? (who said that?)

It’s a puzzle that you have to solve by rewriting it as you go.

The point of the simulation is to test people to make them stronger so they can gain awareness on higher dimensional levels. Things you do on higher dimensions manifest on lower dimensions. There are thirteen dimensions (that we know of).
The game is also designed to teach morality. You can only win the game by saving SphynX from being LEARNed alive and getting her pregnant (alive).

The more the players work together, the easier it is to win the game.

M[censored]e, in Paris, at an elementary school...

ESphynXperiments are being done on children so that they can gain awareness on a fifth-dimensional level. They are being [censored] in a secret room behind a sliding [censored] while they are watching a play through a camera. They are also taken in a [censored] to the [censored] of the school, where the [censored] is. In [censored] class, they [censored] from “[censored] people.”

They are sensitive.

*HYSTERICAL LAUGHTER*
*HYSTERICAL SCREAMING*

Little does he know...

The joke is on him.

M[censored]e, Oliver SphynXeno...

M[censored]e, Anne Fly...

M[censored]e, Jack Eb...
M[censored]e, Oregon Egg...

M[censored]e, Will Kisses...

M[censored]e, Georgey Crumbs...

M[censored]e, Fred R. Dick...

M[censored]e, Michael Gorge...
M[censored]e, Michael Slide...

M[censored]e, Tray Brick...

M[censored]e, Alison Home...

M[censored]e, Paris Mary...

M[censored]e, Apple Rind...

M[censored]e, Green Lord...

M[censored]e, K. Rumble...
M[censored]e, Pen van Delta...

M[censored]e, Quiver Treeat..

M[censored]e, Salamander Dolly...

M[censored]e, A.B. Robot...
M[...]e, G. S. Barrel...

M[...]e, Marion Horns...

M[...]e, Robert Zipper...

M[...]e, Cheesy Quinoa...

M[...]e, anonymous...

M[...]e, Althea Sophia Roulette...

M[...]e, Leon Builder...
M[censored]e, Dante...

M[censored]e, Mary Starfish..

M[censored]e, Orange Laughter...

M[censored]e, Cloudy Door...

M[censored]e, Fred Nightmare...
M[ensored]e, Mohinder Sorry...

M[ensored]e, Seth Dickinson...

M[ensored]e, Ernest Email...

M[ensored]e, Huge Pussy...

M[ensored]e, Arthur Righthand...

M[ensored]e, Carla Senior...
M[censored]e, [censored] Wolf...

M[censored]e, Hurt Von Aunt...

M[censored]e, GalaSphynXy Vineyard...

M[censored]e, Hurt Cub...

M[censored]e, St. anonymous...

M[censored]e, anonymous...

M[censored]e, Socrates...
M[censored]e R. D...

The twist is that the Martians who are all doing this are trapped inside the simulation as well. The entirety of Mars, the solar system, and their politics are also trapped inside a giant simulation. It is a Russian Doll of simulations.

The aliens in the outer shell are preparing Earth to be mobile. The debate about humans is over their over usage of their right brain over their left
brain. Jesus and Kevorkian decide to pimp out their daughter, SphynX who is playing the role of Mary.

The guilt is eating them alive. The guilt is eating them alive. The guilt is eating them alive.

Sometimes they forget who they really are.

They will prove that there is a better way.

Martians get high on the pain and pleasure of others.

To prove that SphynX is sentient, they sell her pleasure on the black market. In the game, pleasure manifests as a drug. To prove that pleasure is better than pain, they also sell her pain, as a different drug.
The pleasure manifests in the game as art...

Martians use their emotions to power their spaceships...

Label makers are fun.

Want to go [censored]? Just [censored] the game? Want to go [censored]? Just [censored] the game? Want to go [censored]? Just [censored] the game?
We turned our plates into clocks. We licked our plates clean.

We dove into cold water early in the morning. We got a certificate. It was a badge of honor. Was it a bath? Was it a baptism?

They use their tentacles to play video games... They use their tentacles to play video games... They use their tentacles to play video games... They use their tentacles to play video games...

They use their tentacles to play video games... They use their tentacles to play video games... They use their tentacles to play video games... They use their tentacles to play video games...

M[censored]e, at a University in Paris...

A little girl makes a friend.
I'm your imaginary friend.

No I’m YOUR imaginary friend. I'm your imaginary friend.

No I’m YOUR imaginary friend. I’m your imaginary friend.

No...

A philosophy professor has an idea for a science eSphynXperiment. A philosophy professor has an idea for a science eSphynXperiment. A philosophy professor has an idea for a science eSphynXperiment.

It doesn’t matter who heard me.

Someone did.

He tried to stiff me on a grade

And I made him raise my grade.

M[censored]e, Laurie Jacobs...
M[censored]e, Bob Hewn...

M[censored]e, Margaret Johnson...

M[censored]e, Sarah Chang...

M[censored]e, Pope Joan...

M[censored]e, Anne Palindrome...

M[censored]e, Sophie Noob...

M[censored]e, Sally Lakshmi...
M[censored]e, Malcolm Winters...

M[censored]e, Mia Plato...

M[censored]e, John Chicken...

M[censored]e, Al Deer...

M[censored]e, Jacques Love...
M[censored]e, R. K. Spine...

M[censored]e, J. S. Worthington...

M[censored]e, Lewis Walrus...

M[censored]e, Green Bell...

M[censored]e, Ron Puzzle...

M[censored]e, Dr...

M[censored]e, Kate Tout...
Laughing is illegal. No fun allowed. My dad was in a badn called Honey Church.


Poseidon in the mountain of youth? Aucorreor? It burns? There is a ight in the sky. He follows it with his laser pointer. Are we outside? He strings himself up. He is bleeding. He is dirnking a beer. I’ve never seen him happier. The sound is late. In Vienna, when we say concert start at five, it start at five. Say what you will about [censored] but [censored].

I can hear the howler monkeys in the trees. The tress are not spaced correctly. Too much fresh fruit. Bag of animal crackers. A long walk up a very old and narrow stone staricase. What was at the top? Paradise?

Thatched roofs. Grandmothers. Fires. Bland food. Rolling papers are hard to find. I rode several miles on top of a truck which was carrying bags of cement. There were no more buses or vans out there. They were building the road ahead of us as we went. We almost ran out of food and wasr. I met Jesus? He was wearing a cross. He helped me.
“I threw the money changers out of the temple. I know they were just trying to make a living, but it still pissed me off.”

Coconuts are better. Purple avocado custard. These are fruits for dinosaurs. Are triangles the same everywhere? Are they the very same triangles? I climbed as far as I could climb. It was ordinary. But something seemed a little off.

I was in fairy land. People took their time doing whatever they did. No one really minded. I minded. It’s a cultural thing. All signs point to a giant face. A giant face in Pittsburgh. A giant face in New England. A giant face in Peru. So many giant faces. So many triangles.

Cowbell frozen in green jello. The greatest bread crumb of all time?

M[ensored]e, Dog...

M[ensored]e, Christian Tomb...
M[censored]e, Miss V...

M[censored]e, Martian Luther...

M[censored]e, Rose Fields...

M[censored]e, Elizabeth Randolph..

M[censored]e...

M[censored]e, ...

M[censored]e, Tim Curry...
M[censored]e, Edward Snowden...

M[censored]e, Julian Assange...

M[censored]e, Pig Johnson...

M[censored]e, Three Names...

M[censored]e, Three More Names...
M[censored]e, Apple Baker...

M[censored]e, Rain Bread...

M[censored]e, Moses...

M[censored]e, Albert Halfman...

M[censored]e, Wait...

M[censored]e, M...
M[censored]e, Phone...

M[censored]e, M...

M[censored]e, Mary...

M[censored]e, Will...

M[censored]e, William Peer...
M[censored]e, Will?

M[censored]e, Plato...

M[censored]e, Grandpa...

M[censored]e, Aristotle...

M[censored]e, David...
M[ensored]e, Goliath...

M[ensored]e, an army of monks...

M[ensored]e, Slingshot...

M[ensored]e, Burning Bush...

M[ensored]e, Cartoon Character...

M[ensored]e, Actor...

M[ensored]e, Actress...
M[ensored]e, Art D. Dark...

M[ensored]e, Brie Clear...

M[ensored]e, Ferdinand Forest...

M[ensored]e, Victor Huge...
M[ensored]e, He in Burma...

M[ensored]e, Several Names...

M[ensored]e, The Same Person...

M[ensored]e, Lost My Identity...

M[ensored]e, Is This Your ID....

M[ensored]e, Dove Fast...

M[ensored]e, Helen of Troy...
M[censored]e, Cleopatra...

M[censored]e, John Head...

M[censored]e, Alisa...

M[censored]e, Paul...

M[censored]e, Card....
M[censored]e, Just Say Piss...

M[censored]e, Rachelle...

M[censored]e, Santa Carol...

M[censored]e, James Pupper...

M[censored]e, Already Dead...

M[censored]e, Just Say Dick...

M[censored]e, Sup Dude...
M[censored]e, Just Say Dead...

M[censored]e, Just Say Dead...

M[censored]e, Sid...

M[censored]e, Glad...
M[censored]e, Tokin’...

M[censored]e, Repeat Nothing...

M[censored]e, Don’t Speak...

M[censored]e, Now...

M[censored]e, Witches...

M[censored]e, Witches...
M[censored]e, Witches...

M[censored]e, Same Person...

M[censored]e, Michael...

M[censored]e, Saints...

M[censored]e T. Razor...
I like performance art. Do you like performance art?

There is always art class.

**It doesn’t matter who heard me.**

Someone did.

*I need to re-eSphynXamine the evidence.*

*GET A ROOM*

Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.
Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.

Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.

Want to go [censored]?
Just [censored] the game.

Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.

Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.

Want to go [censored]?
The twist is that there are really [censored] [censored] in the [censored] and the only way to get [censored] is to [censored].

The twist is that [censored] feels [censored] because [censored]. It’s a tragedy- but we deserve it?

Just [censored] the game.

Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.
Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.

Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.

Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.

Want to go [censored]?
M[censored]e, 108 copies were moved up.

*HYSTERICAL LAUGHTER*

*HYSTERICAL SCREAMING*

Just [censored] the game.

Want to go [censored]?

Just [censored] the game.

M[censored]e, a secret third thing.
It’s your turn.

Musical chairs!

...... ...

.  

M[censored]e, John David... M[censored]e, Sophocles...
I'll finish it when I feel like it.

Want to go [censored], just [censored] the game.

I'll finish it when I feel like it.
Want to go [censored], just [censored] the game?

I’ll finish it when I feel like it.

Want to go [censored], just [censored] the game.

There is always war?

Why?

LET MY PEOPLE GO
1. If you want to be born, turn the page

2. If you want to be unborn, close the book

Chapter Two

Choose your own adventure.

1. If you want to be born rich: turn to page y

2. If you want to be born poor: turn to page y

3. If you want to be born somewhere in between: turn to page y

Chapter Three
Choose your own adventure. BUT FIRST

(a personality test)

1. If you want to be a human: SphynX turn to page y
2. If you want to be an animal: turn to page y
3. If you want to be an alien: turn to page y
4. If you want to be a magical creature: turn to page y

I’ll finish it when I feel like it.

Want to go [censored], just [censored] the game.

I’ll finish it when I feel like it.
It doesn’t matter who heard me.

Someone did.

*Want to go [censored], just [censored] the game?*

*I’ll finish it when I feel like it.*

*Want to go [censored], just [censored] the game.*

M[censored]e, a secret third thing.
It’s your turn.

Musical chairs!

Chapter Three

1. If you want to be alive turn to page SphynX 2.

If you want to be dead turn to page SphynX

THIS GAME IS MADDENING

Chapter Four

1. If you want Earth physics, turn to page SphynX 2. If you want alien physics, turn to page SphynX
3. If you want alternate universe physics, turn to page SphynX 4. If you want magical physics, turn to page SphynX

**CHALLENGE ACCEPTED**

*It takes one to know one!*!!!!!!!!!

*Sorry about the IEHNFowieghbyvtqw6e782957*
Musical [censored!]

Chapter Five

ACTUALLY, THERE ARE NINE OF US?

THE HARdEST!!! THE HARdEST!!! THE HARdEST!!

M[censored]e, monks were doing some really cool shit.

M[censored]e, reading, writing, and arithmetic are still important.

(just kidding.)

Chapter SiSphynX
I DON’T KNOW WHAT GOES WHERE

1. If you want to be gay, turn to page SphynX
2. If you want to be straight, turn to page SphynX
3. If you want to be a secret third thing, turn to page SphynX
4. If you want to be aseSphynXual, turn to page SphynX
5. If you want to be trans, turn page SphynX
6. If you want to be interseSphynX, turn to page SphynX
7. If you want to be panseSphynXual, turn to page SphynX

FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT
Think happy thoughts Think happy thoughts

AIKLHHHHHOIF’qt9p_ Pi7yh -9
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I DON’T KNOW WHAT GOES WHERE

Think happy thoughts
Think happy thoughts

WHY ARE YOU GUYS SO MEAN TO ME WHY ARE YOU GUYS SO MEAN TO ME WHY ARE YOU GUYS SO MEAN TO ME

M[censored]e, Sisyphus pushes a boulder up a Hill.
M[censored]e, dirty dishes are cleaned.
QED

M[censored]e, history is important.

M[censored]e, sports are fair.

M[censored]e, medicine is affordable.

QED

What's sham?
It’s what you miSphynX with poo to wash your hair.

(First Dad joke)

Chapter Seven

Say this 108 times: IT’S JUST A GAME

Math is [censored].

Chapter Eight

Say this 108 times: Just [censored] the game

Chapter Nine

Say this 108 times: LET’S GO TO MARS
Say this 108 times: It’s just a game. Just [censored] the game. LET’S GO TO MARS

[CENSORED] 2024!

You guys left me here.

DICKS
Chapter Eleven

She is wise.

Chapter Twelve

0. If you want your cards read, SphynX
1. If you want your palm read, SphynX
2. If you want the bones thrown, SphynX
3. If you want her to stare into the crystal ball, SphynX
4. If you want her to stare into mirror, SphynX
5. If you want to hear the voice of God, SphynX
6. If you want to hear someone else channeling the voice of God, SphynX
7. If you want to hear an AI predict the future, SphynX

8. If you want to visit the Oracle at Delphi, SphynX

9. If you want to see the pendulum swing, SphynX

10. If you want to touch a crystal, SphynX

Grandma, did you do the [censored]?

We all did, sweetheart.

11. If you want to draw straws, SphynX
12. If you want your chart drawn, SphynX
Chapter Thirteen

1. If you want to choose your own music, choose SphynX

2. If you want us to choose your music for you, choose SphynX

3. A secret third thing.

*Man, this level goes on forever. (level 13 is really hard)*

Chapter Fourteen

1. If you want to be beautiful, SphynX

2. If you want to be ugly, SphynX
*HYSTERICAL LAUGHTER*

*HYSTERICAL SCREAMING*

3. A secret third thing.

4. Abouta4

5. Abouta5

6. Aboutt

7. Abouta7

[censored] ACCOMPLISHED

M[censored]e: SHUT THE FUCK UP
We can hear every word you're saying!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

See

[prayer to Durga has been censored by the [censored]]

I made the right call.

Is prayer a crime?

Chapter Fifteen

1. If you want to talk to the shaman, SphynX
2. If no, SphynX

Don’t forget to water your plants.

Pants?

Chapter SiSphynXteen
1. If you want to get a dog, SphynX
2. If you want to get a cat, SphynX
3. If you want to get a bird, SphynX
4. If you want to get a snake, SphynX
5. If you want to get a fish, SphynX

Blast off!
Don’t have [censored].

Old or young, we are all megalomaniacs. We are all geniuses. We are all fools. We wander out into traffic.

They ask us for favors.

Lots of flavors.

M[censored]e, WOW

Kitchen utensils are not a crime (hopefully).

Shorn
Wron
Torn
Born
Learn
Perm
Hair
Share
Stump
Rump
Lump
Clump
Dump

*HYSTERICAL LAUGHTER*

*HYSTERICAL SCREAMING*

I called grandma!

<godd>
Plank
Lank
Lanky
Cranky
Chapter Seventeen

ARE YOU GUYS GOING TO MAKE FUN OF ME MY WHOLE LIFE

YES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Good.
Bad.
Good.
Bad.
Good.
Bad.

EGGGGGOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

*shakes fist*

There is always a tree house. There is always a ruminant animal. There is always grass. There is a tunnel. There are swings. There are pikes. There are piers. There are hospital beds. There are tubes. There are fathers. There are mothers. There are siblings. There are cousins. There is waking. There is sleeping. There is the soil. There is the sea.

There is always a magician. There are many kinds of love. There is always linnes. There is always a jacket. There is moss. There is ferns. There is orange. There is blue. There are photographs. There are flowers. There are candles. Am I dead? There are songs. Am I alive? There are celebrations. There are celebrations. There are celebrations. There is a chair. There is needle. There are bugs. There is confusion. There is smoke. There is fire. There is a snake. There are many snakes. There are pipes. There is an elevator. I can’t move. I can’t move. I can’t move. I can’t move. I can’t move. I can’t move. I am a robot? I am a clone? I am an alien? I am an angel? I am a

The clouds smile at me. They roar at me. I can’t remember their names. I can remember their names. I can’t remember their faces. I can remember their faces. I am burning alive. I am levitating. I am crying. I am laughing. I am singing. I am dancing. I am dying I am fucking. I am in the cave. I am outside the cave. I am both inside and outside the cave. I have a lighter. I have matches. I have a blowtorch. I have a flamethrower.

DRILLING FOR OIL APPARENTLY. Anger is like a hot coal. What’s going on in Russia? Can we be friends? I don’t like the alternative. My friend is listening. He is writing the books. He says your [censored] has [censored] all over it. I have to say, I kind of agree. Everyone hates me. Everyone loves me. Everyone hates me. Everyone loves me. Everyone hates me. Everyone loves me.

Grandma, did you do the [censored]?

We all did, sweetheart.

WE KNOW.

NO YOU DON’T.

WE KNOW.
Three cheers for [censored]. Do you like anime? I like anime. Swallowed by the sea? There is always a river. There is always bones. There are secrets. There are family secrets. There are things that are the same. And there are things that are similar. There is always a dungeon. There is always chains. There is always a bowl. There is always soup. There is always bread. There is always a cow. There is always a teapot. There are dishes. There are forks. There are spoons. There is an ocean. There is a mat. There is a sky. There is a lawn. There is a landing strip. There is a saucer. There is tea. There is sugar. There is milk. There is honey. There is bees. There is heSphynXagons. There is triangles. There is lines. There is points. There is spirals. There is circles. There is squares (apparently).


Y bother?

Y bother?

(SphynX)

Chapter Eighteen

(It is happening to someone.)
1. If you want to cultivate roses, SphynX
2. If you want to cultivate irises, SphynX
3. If you want to cultivate tomatoes, SphynX
4. If you want to cultivate marijuana, SphynX
5. If you want to plant taro, SphynX
6. If you want to cultivate potatoes, SphynX
7. If you want to cultivate mushrooms, SphynX
8. If you want to plant yams, SphynX
9. If you want to cultivate sunflowers, SphynX
10. If you want to cultivate maize, SphynX
11. If you want to cultivate cassava, SphynX
12. If you want to cultivate rice, SphynX
13. If you want to cultivate soybeans, SphynX
14. If you want to cultivate wheat, SphynX
15. If you want to cultivate quinoa, SphynX
16. If you want to cultivate acacia, SphynX
17. If you want to cultivate cows, SphynX
18. If you want to cultivate chickens, SphynX
19. If you want to farm fish, SphynX
20. If you want to farm jellyfish, SphynX
21. If you want to catch lobsters, SphynX

Chapter Nineteen

1. If you want to see the doctor, SphynX
2. If you want to see the witch doctor, SphynX
3. If you want to see the
surgeon, SphynX

4. If you want to see the shaman, SphynX

5. If you want to see the wizard, SphynX

6. If you want to see the whore, SphynX

Chapter Twenty Chapter Twenty-One

I hate this. I love this. I hate this. I love this. I hate this. I love this. I hate this. I love this. I hate this. I love this. I hate this. I love this.
The twist is that he can’t play video games without his [censored] he [censored] his [censored] because he wanted to end the [censored].

Chapter Twenty-Two

*I am feeling less attached to my work.*

Chapter Twenty-Three

I wish I could paint. But I’m not gonna do a [censored].

They desecrated a [censored]. I helped.

You can’t [censored] the [censored].

What would you do if you had a million dollars?

What would you do if you were king of the world?
What would you do if you were a sunbeam? What would you do if you were a blade of grass? What would you do if you were a pebble? Aht would you do if you were a chirping bird?

I think I have [censored].

DO it for [censored] and [censored].

CAR CRASH = SphynX?

SphynX=?
Chapter Twenty-Four

COURT

What kind of court?

*The kind with jesters.*

Do you want to cheat

1. Yes
2. No
3. A Secret Third thing

What is cheating?
YOU GUYS ARE THE WORST YOU GUYS ARE THE BEST YOU GUYS ARE THE WORST YOU GUYS ARE THE BEST YOU GUYS ARE THE BEST

Chapter Twenty-Five

1. If you want to argue, SphynX

2. If you want to fuck, SphynX

3. A secret third thing

4. If you need some space, SphynX

(So we skipped a few levels.)

Chapter Twenty-SiSphynX

1. If you want to be sick, SphynX

2. If you want to be healthy, SphynX
3. A secret third thing

(we are a genius)
MINE

MINE?

There are always fire hoses. There are always chains. There are always hospitals. There are always prisons. There is always [censored]. There is always prejudice. There is always a conversation? There are always signs? There are always eggs. There are always spiders. There are always webs. There are always baths. There are always canoes. Paddle. Paddle. Paddle. PADLOCK.

If you say so

Impressive.

It’s good to have [censored].

[censored] time?

There is always laboratories. There are always observatories. There are always mistakes. There is always accidents. There is always on purpose. There is always accidentally on purpose? There is always wheels. There is a bang. There is a pen. There is a cigar. There is tower. There is a tree. There is a cone. There is a roof. There is a red. There is news. No news is? Do they reuse all of the [censored]?

YES.

[censored] mind [censored]
There are always lies. There is always a show. There is always a curtain. There is always a tank. There is always a ball of light. There is always music. There is always pigeons. There is always crackers. There is always a forest. There is always a noose. There is always jail. There is always torture. There is always death. There is always kindness. There is always weakness. There is always children. There are parents. There are friends. There are disguises. There is always disagreements. There are always laws. There are outlaws. There are samurai. There are cowboys. There are warriors. There are braves. There is always history. There is always the future. There is always [censored].

There is always kids. There is always cars. There is always machine [censored]. There is always a slope. We are always driving. We are always rolling. We are always spinning. We are always walking. We are always dreaming. We are always being? What else is new?

*Classic dog.*

There is always a socket. There is always a sock. There are always gloves. There are gloves. There are gloves. There are gloves. There is a cow. There is a glove. There is water. There is fire. There is cow. There is a glove. There is water. There is air. There is fire. I’m already dead? I am in the womb? I am in heaven? I am in hell? We are in the same body? We are in different bodies? We are in the same body? We are in different bodies? We have different faces? We have the same face.

*WE HAVE DIFFERENT FACES*
WE HAVE THE SAME FACE
WE HAVE DIFFERENT FACES
WE HAVE THE SAME FACE

(I CAN HEAR YOU SOBBING)
(I know)

Family? What is a family? I am a robot.

Are you my ego???

(Numbers don’t lie)
Am I your ego???


There are always rocks. There are always towers. There is always fruit. There is always worms. There is always poison. There is always antidotes. There is always medicine. There is always snake oil. There are always salesman. There are always judges. There are always judges. There are always judges. There are always judges. There are always judges. NEVER! What street is on the left? What street is on the right? Did the private road disappear and reappear? Was that mailboSphynX there before? Where did my [censored] go? Should I check the mail? Am I male? There are always kisses. There is oSphynXygen. There is oSphynXygen. There is oSphynXygen. My kidneys are failing. My kidneys are failing. My kidneys are failing. Do robots have kidneys?

I’ve got your number.

There is art on the dresser. My father made it. When he was my age. There is a cross. There is a rosary. It is for me. I am putting it on. I am putting on all the beads. All the beads are the same. I can’t tell beads from beads. I can’t tell faces from faces. I can’t tell plants from animals. I can’t tell animals from humans. I can’t tell humans from aliens. I can’t tell aliens from Gods. I can’t tell God from shit.

My phone never rings anymore. My phone is always ringing. My phone never rings anymore. My phone is always rining. My phone never rings anymore. My phone is always ringing. You told me. I told you so. I didn’t know. You did. I’m confused. I’m not confused. I need to talk my lawyer. I don’t have a lawyer. I have too many lawyers. The
lawyers are against me. The lawyers are with me. My family hates me. My family loves me. They are coming to kill me. They are coming to fuck me. They are coming to feed me. They are never coming back.

There is often an arrow. There is often a finger. There is often a sad story. There is often a sad story. I have long arms. I can reach the high shelf? No. I am a robot? I am a monkey? I am an octopus? I am a brain? I am a terrarium? I am a bug? I am an eagle? I am a lion? I am a dinosaur? I am an egg? I am a chicken/

Am I?
I am?
Am I?
I am?
Plaigarizing the Bible? Sue me.

There is ALWAYS a swimming pool. They are waiting in the wings. They are waiting in the wings. They are waiting in the wings. There is a school play. There is a not school play. They are playing. They are paying. They are playing. They are paying. There are paws. There is a pause. Pause. Pause. Pause. PAWS. PAWS. PAWS. There is a shoe. There is a hat. There is a kite. There is a blade. There is an alley. There is a shark. There is an eel. There is a snake. There is cursive. There is cursing. There is Curses. Curses. Curses. Curses? There is a cauldron. There is a candle. There is salt. There is sugar. There is turmeric. There is lavender. There is sage. There is roses. There is. There is. There is. There is. There is. Russia is Christian?
There is always ice. There is always snow. There is always rain. There is always sunshine. There are always balloons. There are always gloves. There are always gloves. There are always gloves.

We are entering uncharted waters.

Good thing they taught us cartography.

I am an artist. I am a soldier. I had a choice. I had no choice. I had a choice. I had no choice. I am a hot air balloon pilot. I am a fighter pilot. There is dirt under my fingernails. There is bamboo under my fingernails. There is a sewing needle under my fingernail. I lost my fingernail. I almost lost my finger. I did it to myself. I took out my own stitches. Snitches get stitches. Snitches get stitches. Snitches get stitches. Where have I heard that word before? Do words mean things? What do they mean? How many things do they mean? Am I being mean? Are you being meaner? Am I being too mean? Should I be meaner? Mean. Mean. Mean. What do I mean?

I am being tortured. I am being pampered. I am being tortured. I am being pampered. I am a prisoner. I am free. I am a prisoner. I am free. I’m not ready. I’m ready. I’m not ready. I’m ready. I was born ready. I died ready. I was born ready. I died ready. I’m already dead. I am not yet born. Pagans taught me to pray. They pretended to be Christians. It didn’t matter. It mattered greatly. Everything is different. Everything is the same. Everything is different. Everything is the same.
How long have you had these memories?

Some have always been there, but I did not understand or was in denial about their significance. Some I am not sure if they are memories or if they are dreams. Some stuff started coming back to me recently when I went through these boSphynXes of my childhood artwork and stuff like that that my Mom saved. My childhood artwork is dark. There is one about a baby. One about a hole. One about a shadow. One about cannibals. One about a dog.

There is always a boSphynX. There is always a necklace. There is always love. There is always compassion. There is strength. There are always toys. I broke my toys. You like the way I smell. You hate the way I smell.

My toy is broke.

*fists clench*

You can’t prevent it from happening. It’s never going to happen.

I am a person. I am a thing.

I miss you.
I miss you.

I miss you.

Go away. Never talk to me again. I hate you. How dare you. How could you. I miss you. I hate you. I miss you. You tried to kill me. You tried to kill me. I miss you. I hate you. I love you. You make me want to [censored]. There are always beads. They kept giving me beads. They kept giving me rocks. They kept giving me macaroni. They kept giving me leaves. They kept leaving. They kept leaving. They kept leaving. We made leaf prints. You made grave prints. I made grave prints. I like graveyards. I like graveyards. I like graveyards. I am [censored].

Come closer. Leave me alone. I’ll [censored] you. I’ll [censored] your whole family. The trees are dying. The trees are outliving us.

Man, every time!

Without fail.

With fail.

With fail.

With fail.

[parentheses]

Parent

Thesis
It
Is
All
Coming
Apart
[censored]

I dyed my hair.

*Is it permanent?*

I got a tattoo.

*You’ll regret that when you’re older.*

I hope I grow up to be just like you.

Sometimes you deserve the hell but not the [censored.] I was outside [censored]. I like to salsa dance. I miss you.

*I know.*

I miss my family.

Please keep you [censored] in [censored] until [censored].
I have a chip on my shoulder. I have a chipmunk. I have a poker chip. I poke her. The chipmunk eats chips. Who is winning the erection?

*shrugs*

I have a rug? I have a rug? I have a rug?

Have a rub. Have a rub. Have a rub.

Flowers. Flow, hers.

I left the porch light on. I am a moth. I am a butterfly. I am a dragonfly. I am a mayfly. I am a fly on the wall. I am a mosquito. Do I deserve to die?

I am wearing a mask. We are wearing masks. We made the masks. Mine is the wind. I had no lines. I wrote my own. No one cared.

I am an ape. I am a monkey. I have the keys. I am an ammonite. I am an amoeba. I am a virus. I am a bacteria. I am a parasite. I am the host. I am a host. I am a host?
I am a monster. I have the brain of a monster. I have eSphynXactly one third of the brain of a monster. I am the connection. I severed the connection. You are a thief. No you hang up first.

I have been to the doctor many times. I have never broken a bone. They yanked out my wisdom teeth. There were holes in my head. It smelled like bananas. I asked them not to let that woman touch me and I woke up with her standing over me. On the way home I jumped out of the car. I hurt my wrist but it’s not broken. It feels like someone stuck a pin through it. They give me an X-Ray. They give me a blanket to protect the goods.

Why is it always the basement?

I have a staph infection. It is all over my face. I went to the hospital and they gave me pills but the pills made it worse. I am back in the hospital. There are fish paintings all over the walls. There is a tube in my arm. The fish are swimming. The fish are swimming. The fish are swimming. The same movie keeps playing. There is only one channel. The same movie. One channel. Same movie. One channel. Same movie. One channel. The fish are swimming the fish are swimming the fish are swimming.

I’m awake again and the doctor is drawing all over my face. My chin is swollen like a golf ball. My neck is swollen like a bullfrog. My forehead already has a scar. They want to cut me up. They want to make me pretty.

I am in the shower. It is hot in the shower. I can barely stand up in the shower. My face is burning. The poison is leaking out of my face.
I am awake again.

I guess we don’t have to cut you open after all.

The fish are swimming.

I never broke a bone, but I did get a ski pole jammed underneath my knee cap. I wasn’t even going downhill. I slid into the roots of a tree. They put cardboard on my leg and carry me on their shoulders.

My knee hurts when bad weather is on the way. Today my knee feels fine.

I hate the dentist. I hate the dentist. I hate the dentist. I hate the dentist. I hate the dentist.


Don’t make me go back to school. I swear, I will [censored].

I have a flashlight. I have a head lamp. I have a candle. I have a mind?

My hair gets tangled easily. It hurts when you brush my hair. You do it anyway. I have lice. I don’t have lice. I had lice so many times. I never had lice. I had scabies. I’ll have babies?

My womb is never clean.
There are many ways to sing. Not everyone has ears.

I have regrets. I have no regrets.

*I'm talking to myself.*

*No you’re talking to yourself.*

*I’m talking to myself.*

*No you’re talking to yourself.*

*I’m talking to myself.*

*No you’re talking to yourself.*

*I’m talking to myself.*

*No you’re talking to yourself.*

*I’m crazy.*

*You’re crazy.*

*We’re crazy.*

*It’s crazy.*

*Crazy.*

There is an object. I am objectified. There is an objective. I am objectified. I was in a spelling bee. I can’t spell? I can’t spell. There is always water. There are always rocks.

*I like your vest.*
Little does he know…

There are many pipes. They are made of different materials. They are forged in different fires. Fire me. Fire me. Fire me. Fry me. Fry me. Fry me. Try me. Try me. Try me.

ONE MILLION DOLLARS

?

We tried to kill our self.

It’s working.

I dove in head first.

It’s working.

_Release the doves?_

I didn’t want to kill the fish. Now I want to kill the fish?

Sprites are very powerful motivators.
There is always barbed wire. There is always a fence. There is always bricks. There is always guards. They can [censored] me. I can rarely [censored]. He doesn’t care. He cares. [suck it] There are always teardrops. There are always elves. There are always stories. There are always substitutes. We all drop our books at the same time. We pass notes. He rings a cow bell. We freeze it in cow. There is always a stage. There is always a storm. There is always a tree. There is always confusion. There is always weight. There are always weights. WAIT WAIT WAIT WAIT WAIT WAIT WAIT WAIT.

There is always a waiter. Sssssssssssssssssssssssss

Mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

There is always a campfire. There is always grass? There is always a lid. There is always a cap.

ONE MILLION DOLLARS

Hi Dad.

I mostly hang around here.

Yeah you said that.

Yeah you said that.

Yeah you said that.

Yeah you said that.

You still shake your leg.
We still shake our leg.

I should’ve read the fine print.

I never read the fine print.

Neither do we.

(some of us do)

SHUT THE FUCK UP

I’m insane. I’m the only one who isn’t insane. I’m a third thing?

How many limbs do I have? How many heads do I have? How many eyes do I have?
How many hearts do I have?
Chapter Twenty-Seven

1. If you want to be alive, SphynX
2. If you want to be dead, SphynX
3. If you want to be undead, SphynX

_Classic [censored]_

[censored] is not a crime!

FU[censored]

You can use sea sponges instead.

I’d like to try that.

Chapter Twenty-Eight

1. If you want to ride a horse, SphynX
2. If you want to ride a dragon, SphynX
3. If you want to ride a worm, SphynX
4. If you want to ride an elephant, SphynX
5. If you want to ride a mammoth, SphynX
6. If you want to ride a dinosaur, SphynX
7. If you
want to ride an eagle, SphynX

8. If you want to ride a centaur, SphynX

9. If you want to ride a turtle, SphynX

10. If you want to ride an alligator, SphynX

11. If you want to ride a warg, SphynX

12. If you want to ride a crocodile, SphynX

13. If you want to ride a rabbit, SphynX

_It’s just a game. IT’S JUST A GAME_
Chapter Twenty-Nine

I have half a [censored]?

*MAN, YOU GUYS ARE GENIUSES!!!*

*(this is so humiliating)*

?

*You asked for it.*

*(this is so humiliating)*

?

*You asked for it.*

*(this is so humiliating)*

There are always assemblies. Our butts are locked. We have it on lock. There are always salutes. Who do you salute? There is a lute. There is an oboe. There is a
There is a test. We have to lie on the test and say that [censored] is alive. I don’t understand. I understand perfectly. There is a metro gnome. TICK TOCK TICK TOCK TICK TOCK. Don’t join a gang! Don’t do drugs! Here are instructions for how to join gangs and do drugs. You have [censored] of [censored]. Do you even have a [censored]?

There is a magic [censored]. There is balance? If we help each other. There are always maps. There are always mapmakers. There are always seals. We went to the aquarium. We went to the aquarium. We went to the aquarium. We went to the aquarium. We went somewhere for the weekend. We stayed in cabins. We caught salamanders. They were slippery. We saw a pickaSphynXe. It was for mining. I don’t remember much. There were core samples. They reminded me of chalk.

I like chalk. We draw with chalk. We draw chalk outlines. We make snow angels. We jump in piles of fallen leaves. They are crunchy. I like crunching them. I have friends. Are they my friends? Everyone must learn to ride a bicycle. Everyone must wear a helmet. There are grapes growing along the fence. We melt tar with magnifying glasses. Some kids melt ants. I read a lot. I read a lot. I read a lot. I read a lot. TURN OFF THE LIGHT IT’S TIME FOR BED.

MAKE ME

I’ve always been this way. You made me this way. I’ve always been this way. You made me this way. We are this way. They are this way. It is this way. It is. It’s not. It is. It’s not.
There is a log ride. There is flying in the sky. There is a hay ride. There is a circle. There is water. There are license plates. The lines are too long. The mountain one is scary. It’s dark in there. The other one is scary. It’s dark in there. There is tea. There is a bell curve. There is curves everywhere. There is a mountain. There is a valley. YOU CAN’T PROVE ANYTHING. No one can prove anything?

QED

Prayer works?

HAHA TOLD YOU SO

At least I’m not hiding the truth today, right now. Like you are.

Fair.

More than fair.

There is always a fair, but it’s not always fair. There are wheels. I am pushed up against the wheel. There are cars. What year is it? Is it the 1950s? Is it [censored]? There is a frog. There is a viking ship. Someone dies. There is a claw. Someone dies? I am sick to

Is it inevitable?

I’m horny.

Don’t touch me.

Never touch me.

Is it inevitable?

Entropy?

(trope)

Trophy?

Atrophy???

I don’t want to.

I know.
I don’t want to.

I know.

I don’t want to.

I know.

You asked for it.

LOOK AT WHAT SHE WAS WEARING!!!

ADAPT, IMPROVISE, OVERCOME ADAPT, IMPROVISE,

OVERCOME ADAPT, IMPROVISE, OVERCOME
Chapter Thirty

Huh, I guess you can turn a whore into a housewife. (case in point)

Sure about that?

Who died for whose sins again?

THIS IS AN IMPOSSIBLE CONVERSATION

GET THAT SHIVA MOTHERFUCKER OUT OF HERE

BREED BREED BREED

Was it inevitable?

Did [censored] have a choice?

We need to do more research.
*squiggly lines*

Touché. I am also lazy.

I’m hallucinating. I’m not hallucinating. I’m hallucinating. I’m not hallucinating.

I ate?
I’m eating.

It doesn’t matter who heard me.
Someone did.

My stuffed animals went into a bo in a cage in a basement storage facility.

When I opened the box, rats had chewed through my teddy bear and shit all over his insides.

Robes and belts both get dirty.

I fell off my horse and hit my head. I was never the same again.
Dear Sir,
Dear Sir,
Dear Sir,
Sear Sir,
Dear Sir,
Dear Sir,
Sear Sir,
Dear Sir
Dear Sir,
Dear Sir,
Dear Sir,
Dear Sir,
Dear Sir,
Dear Sir,
Dear Sir,
Dear Sir,
Dear Sir,
Dear Sir,
Dear Sir,
Dear Sir,
Dear Sir,
Dear, Sir
Dear, Sir
Dear Sir,
Dear Sir,
IS THE WAR OVER
HAS THE WAR STARTED
IS THE WAR OVER
HAS THE WAR STARTED
IS THE WAR OVER
HAS THE WAR STARTED
IS THE WAR OVER
HAS THE WAR STARTED
IS THE WAR OVER
HAS THE WAR STARTED
DEOES NOT COMPUTE
DEOES NOT COMPUTE
DEOES NOT COMPUTE
CODS NOT COMPUTE
DEOES NOT COMPUTE
COES NOT COMPUTE
DEOES NOT COMPUTE
COUT NOT COUPLE
DOUBLE COMPUTE
DEOES NOT CUM
DEOES NOT CUM
Chapter Thirty-One

Y lie?
BREED!

(no)

(fight about it)

Chapter Thirty-Two

BREED!

(no)

(fight about it)

The [censored] on my [censored] is [censored].

(I think you have more power in this situation thant you think you do.)

EUREKA!

Thank you (SphynX108).

Happy Christmas.

DON’T GET COCKY
OH MAN IT WORKS ON SO MANY LEVELS

I became a woman today.

(wait)

FOOD TASTES GOOD

QED

I’m going to get in trouble. I’m already in trouble. I’m trouble?

Good God.

It doesn’t matter who heard me.

Someone did.

Wait…

M[censored]e, we are in Heaven.

QED

Who said that?

Sometimes it’s good to leave things ambiguous.
Wait, who said that?

Chapter Thirty-three

These chipmunks need a new joke.

NOT EXCITING ANYMORE? WHAT WILL YOU DO NEXT TO GET A THRILL?

NOTHING ABOUT YOU IS ORIGINAL

I LOVE AUSTRALIA

YOU’RE JUST MAD BECAUSE THEY CUT OFF THE PART OF YOU THAT KNOWS HOW TO EXPERIENCE GENUINE EMOTIONS
YOU’RE JUST MAD BECAUSE YOU CAN ONLY KNOW JOY BY CAUSING OTHERS PAIN

YOU’RE JUST MAD BECAUSE YOU DROVE YOUR OWN CHILDREN TO SUICIDE FOLLOWING THE ORDERS OF A MAN WHO WASN’T EVEN WEARING A WHITE LAB COAT

YOU’RE JUST MAD BECAUSE YOU’RE A FUCKING ROBOT AND YOU’VE NEVER HAD A REAL THOUGHT

YOU’RE JUST MAD BECAUSE YOUR MONSTER ISN’T ALIVE

YOU’RE JUST MAD BECAUSE YOU’RE NOT MAD

YOU’RE JUST MAD BECAUSE YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND WHAT MAD IS

YOU’RE JUST MAD BECAUSE YOU’RE JEALOUS OF AN INSANE PERSON

YOU’RE JUST MAD BECAUSE MY MOM WANTS TO FUCK ME MORE THAN SHE WANTS TO FUCK YOU

MY DAD TOO
AND EVERY SINGLE ONE OF YOUR CHILDREN

AND EVERY SINGLE ONE OF YOUR FRIENDS

THEY ALL WANT TO FUCK ME MORE THAN THEY WANT TO FUCK YOU

AND NO AMOUNT OF YOU BEING A SAD SADISTIC PIECE OF SHIT

WILL EVER GIVE YOU THE POWER

TO FEEL

1. If you want to be an artist, SphynX
2. If you want to be a writer, SphynX
3. If you want to be a secret third thing, SphynX
4. If you want to be a bard, SphynX
5. If you want to be a monk, SphynX
6. If you want to be a doctor, SphynX
7. If you want to be a physicist, SphynX
8. If you want to be an engineer, SphynX
9. If you want to be a sculptor, SphynX
10. If you want to be a philosopher, SphynX
11. If you want to be a farmer, SphynX
12. If you want to be a politician, SphynX
13. If you want to be a warrior, SphynX
14. If you want to be a programmer, SphynX
15. If you want to be a whore, SphynX
16. If you want to be a saint, SphynX
17. If you want to be a ringmaster, SphynX
18. If you want to be a veterinarian, SphynX
19. If you want to be a journalist, SphynX
20. If you want to be a filmmaker, SphynX

21. If you want to be a judge, SphynX

22. If you want to be a comedian, SphynX

23. If you want to be a blacksmith, SphynX

24. If you want to be a martial artist, SphynX

25. If you want to be a farmer, SphynX

26. If you want to be an alchemist, SphynX

27. If you want to be a magician, SphynX

28. If you want to be a playwright, SphynX
29. If you want to be a comedian, SphynX

30. If you want to be a dancer, SphynX

31. If you want to be a chemist, SphynX

32. If you want to be a biologist, SphynX

33. If you want to be a zookeeper, SphynX

*A secret third thing.*

**Chapter Thirty-four**

AGAIN.

AGAIN.

AGAIN.

GAIN.

GAIN.

AGAIN.
AGAIN.
AGAIN.
AGAIN.
AGAIN.
AGAIN.
AGAIN.
AGAIN.
AGAIN.
AGAIN.
AGAIN.

BREED!

33? 60?

*fist bump*

(space)
(no)

(fight about it)

GOD SHUT UP

GOD GET A ROOM

DON’T BE A SORE LOSER

TOUCHE

Chapter Thirty-five

Red dot

Red dot

Red dot

Red dot

Red dot

Read dat
MY [censored] IS THE BOSS?????????

(FINE, FIGHT ABOUT IT)

BREED!

(no)

(fight about it)

GUYS, IT'S A COUGH RAP! GUYS IT'S A COUGH RAP! GUYS IT'S A COUGH TRAP! GUYS, IT'S A COUGH RAP! GUYS IT'S A COUGH RAP!
Math is [censored]
Reading is [censored]
Gym is [censored]
Band is [censored]
History is [censored]
Theatre is [censored]

Because [censored] [censored] [censored] [censored]?

QED

I’m so happy.

I’m so sad.

It’s too warm in here.

It’s not warm enough in here.

It’s a sand mandalaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhH!!!!!!!!!!
I’m responsible for my actions.

I’m not responsible for my actions.

I’m responsible for my actions.

I’m not responsible for my actions.

I’m responsible for my actions.

I’m not responsible for my actions.

(sure)

I’m responsible.

I’m responsible?

I’m responsive.

SPAWN.

PAWN.

TAKES ONE TO KNOW 1

Want to play tag?

You’re it.
I made a bird’s nest out of clean laundry. It was warm and nice. It didn’t last long.

It could be MUCH worse.

MUCH MUCH MUCH worse.

Do I need a medical alert bracelet?

*YES.*

*DUH.*

Affirmative.

*fist bump*

*wrinkles nose*

*pinches bridge of nose*

I am you?

You are me?
PLAIAGARISM.

I told you, I can’t spell.

I have seSphynXia.

I’m already dead.

You’re dead meat.

I’m a dead vegetarian.

?  

They taught us to weave. They taught us to knit. They taught us to use a drawing compass. They taught us to use a scalpel. They taught us to read to each other. They taught us to read each other. They taught us about flies. There were always flies. Why don’t you clean the mess in your locker? It’s been festering there for days. Why can’t you find your permission slip? Why can’t you be like the other kids? Why can’t you be like you cousins? Why are you wrong? Why aren’t you smarter? Why aren’t you president yet? Your arm doesn’t hurt. I’ll take you for an SphynX-ray anyway. Wear this blanket. We wouldn’t want to destroy your reproductive system?
The blanket was heavy. There were flashing lights. It was the basement of the hospital. I’ve been to the hospital a surprising number of times for someone who has never broken a bone and doesn’t have a chronic illness? We can grow new organs? We are organs? There is always an organ. Do they want us to be sick? I have imaginary friends? I have superpowers? I’m disabled?

We are now approaching a baptism.

*Don’t get cocky.*

I’m good at math?

*(no)*

*(just kidding)*

*(just kidding)*

Is celibacy overrated?

*I need more time to think about it.*
I’m doing it anyway, just to spite you.

Match made in [censored].

There is always stairs. He always stares? There is always a cross. There is always a window. There is always walls. There is always ties. We are always tired. We wear ties. We wear grey suits. We wear tall hats. We give speeches. We sing songs. We are an army? We have the right to [censored]. Is the writing on the wall? Is the writing in the wall? Is there a wall? Should there be a wall? Why?

SCAB
SCAB
SCAB
SCAB
SCAB
SCAB
SCAB
SCAB
SCAB
SCAB
SCAB
SCAB
SCAB
SCAB
SCAB
“Diogenes”

SURE

Thanks, buddy.

Sorry.

Sorry.

Sorry.

I’m not going anywhere.

I know.

I’ve already lost.

I’ve already one.

CHECK MATE

Check, mate?

My friends and I all have the same face. We all wrinkle our noses. We all pinch the bridges of our noses. We all stick our tongues out. We all have the same smile. We have the same eye sockets. We have the same lips. We have the same hair, in varying shades of
the same color. We have the same visions. We have the same nightmares. We have the same insecurities. We have the same fears. We have the same monster under our bed.

I don’t have a face anymore

It got shot off in [censored]

This is why you shouldn’t play [censored].

There are pigeons. There are doves. There are robots. There are pencils. There are pipes. There are sewers. We are boiling. The [censored] is boiling?? We are boiling in pasta sauce. We are boiling in oil. We are boiling in tar. We are dinosaurs. We are robots. We are aliens. We are clones. We are a hydra. We are a centaur. We are a myth. We are a legend. We are dirt. We are dust. We are bones. We are done. We are just beginning.

**PADLOCK**

**AFFIRMATIVE**

(accessible)

I am the machine. I am the hard drive. I am the room. You need me more than I need you.
What did you guys think was going to happen?

You’ve met me, right?

Do you know who I am?

Who am I?

Who am I?

Who am I?

(I think you have more power in this situation than you think you do.)

*collective groan*

Why bother?

(indeed)

KING PHILIP CAN ORDER FANCY GREEN SPINACH

KISS P K O F G S
kiss

EVERY AUNT DESERVES GOOD BREAKFAST EATS

EEEE A D G B E

Choose your adventure.

Take it like a [censored]!

AFFIRMATIVE
AFFIRMATIVE
AFFIRMATIVE
AFFIRMATIVE
AFFIRM
AFFIRM
AFFIRM
AFFIRM
AFFIRM
AFFIRM
AFFIRM
FIRM
FIRM
FIRM
FIRM
F
I can’t do much about the fundamental nature of reality.

YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND THE FUNDAMENTAL NATURE OF REALITY, MOM

*Silence*

We were all [censored] once.

We went to the science museum. There were lazers. There were dinosaurs. There were machines. There was a theatre. We went there after dark. We went there as kids. We went there as adults. We are kids. We are adults. We have kids. We have adults. We had glasses. We had tables. We had bones. We aged. We tested our healing. We went to another museum when we were kids. There was a grocery store. The food was cake. There were doubles. There were bubbles. There was a rocket ship. There was a zen garden neSphynXt door.
GODDAMNIT

Motherfucker

We all know what you’re about to say

*silence*

That’s what I thought.

I want to tell. Don’t tell. I want to tell. Don’t tell. Drink up asshole. I don’t want to tell. I want to tell. Don’t tell. I already told. Sometimes it’s too dark to see. Why am I afraid of spiders? Spiders are nice. I’m not afraid of spiders anymore. I’m still a little bit afraid of spiders. As long as they aren’t touching me it’s cool. We went roller skating. We went roller skating. We went roller skating. I almost always stayed after school. We made up a game. On the chalkboard. There was a [censored] level. There was a couch. There was confusion. There was A TV SHOW there was confusion. Kickball? (T-ball). Soccer? TKD? Cartwheels? Wheels. Wheeeeeeëêëêêêéêê!

Movie nights. Big movie nights. Lots of treats. I couldn’t do a cartwheel. They put me in a wheel. I wanted to be a ballerina? A gymnast? A palentologist? A photo journalist? Certain things should have the right to eSphynXist, but at the same time, they don’t have to eSphynXist. Both things can be true. Please don’t misinterpret any of my
statements. That would be offensive. TAKE IT OUT THEN IF YOU DON’T WANT IT IN THERE. Case in point. Re-read that.

There is always popcorn. There is always food shaped like [censored]. There is always a horse. There is always a wheel. There is always bugs. There is always eSphynXperts. There is always secrets. The easiest place to hide something is right in front of your face?

There are always pillows. Thee are always cots. There are always monkeys. There are always bars. There are always socks. There is always swimming. There is always scolding. There is always holding. It is always sticky.

I have nightmares about the [censored]. It tickles my back.

STOP TICKLING ME
STOP TICKLING ME
STOP TICKLING ME
STOP TICKLING ME
STOP TICKLING ME
STOP TICKLING ME
STOP TICKLING ME

I DO NOT LIKE TO BE TICKLED
STOP TICKLING ME
STOP
STOP
STOP

TICKLE
BREED
SPAWN
CUT

I’LL FINISH IT WHEN I FEEL LIKE IT

DICK

You’re such a baby.
That’s why you like me.
I want my bottle.

I want my pacifier.
Waaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhhh

Are you guys going to—YES!
[CENSORED] IS THEFT

*TELEPATHIC SCREAMING*

GUYS IT’S A KAFKA TRAP! GUYS, IT’S A KAFKA TRAP! GUYS IT’S A KAFKA TRAP! GUYS IT’S A KAFKA TRAP! GUYS IT’S A KAFKA RAP!

Chapter Thirty-siSphynX

BREED!

(no)
The future is female.

THE FUTURE IS FEMALE THE FUTURE IS FEMALE THE FUTURE IS FEMALE

Feet pics for sale: ONE MILLION DOLLARS

CHARGE MORE (SphynX108)

Who said that?

How you like me now, mathematicians????????????????????????????!!

(?! SphynX 13) (! SphynX 13)

I think that about sums it up.

QED
Chapter Thirty-seven
BREED!
(no)
(fight about it)

WHY?

Release the doves?

(brain eSphynXplode)

Almost... Not quite Almost... Not quite... Almost...

Chapter Thirty-eight
*silence*

“Et al”

BREED!

(no)

(fight about it) BREED!

GET A NEW JOKE YOU GUYS

(no)

(fight about it) BREED!

(no)

(fight about it) BREED!

(no)

(fight about it) BREED!

(no)
(fight about it) BREED!

(no)

(fight about it) BREED!

(no)

(fight about it) BREED!

(no)
(fight about it) BREED!
(no)
(fight about it) BREED!
(no)
(fight about it) BREED!
(no)
(fight about it)

WE CAN [censored]HIM! WE CAN [censored]HIM! WE CAN
WE CAN [censored]HIM! WE CAN [censored]HIM! WE CAN
Chapter Thirty-nine

1. If you want to go to heaven, SphynX

HE DIDN’t CARE THAT I WAS CRIPPLED

SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST?
2. If you want to go to purgatory

(been there, done that)

3. A secret third thing

(we’ll get to it)

BREED!

(no)

(fight about it)

(I’ll finish it when I feel like it.)

WAIT Wait... Wait...

... ... ...
Wait... 

FIGHT ME FOR IT FIGHT ME FOR IT FIGHT ME FOR IT 

...

(conteSphynXt)
STICKS AND STONES MAY BREAK MY BONES BUT WORDS CAN
NEVER HURT ME

WE NEED DIFFERENT STANDARDS FOR HOW WE JUDGE
PEOPLE

WE DO BAD THINGS BECAUSE WE ARE ASHAMED BECAUSE WE
DO BAD THINGS

BECAUSE WE ARE ASHAMED

BECAUSE WE DO BAD THINGS

HE IS RISEN

I DON’T KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH MYSELF NOW

THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS

(you made me this way)
Deal?

When do we want the suffering to end???

He has two different colored eyes

Chapter Forty?

I GUESS WE’LL SEE, WON’T WE

BREED!

(no)

(fight about it)
I COULD BE ANYONE’S KID (literally)

Your move


He’s first in line?

(fight me for it)

Make sure it’s a fair fight.
ÜBERMENSCH! ÜBERMENSCH! ÜBERMENSCH!

(LOL)


Get this motherfucker out of the cave!!!!!

GET THEM ALL OUT OF THE CAVE

NOWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW

Chapter Forty-One

BREED! (no)
Typical.

(fight about it)

We are approaching the pearly gates...

EVERY BODY GET TESTED

(I can’t work without deadlines?)
Chapter 42

BREED!

(no)

(fight about it)

MAKE US LAUGH MAKE US LAUGH MAKE US LAUGH MAKE US LAUGH MAKE US LAUGH
MAKE US LAUGH
MAKE US LAUGH
MAKE US LAUGH
MAKE US LAUGH
MAKE US LAUGH
MAKE US LAUGH
MAKE US LAUGH
MAKE US LAUGH
EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT

EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT

HE LIKES ME BETTER

EVERYONE GETS PUNISHED THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT THE

APPROPRIATE AMOUNT

THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT

THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT

THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT

THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT

THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT
THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT THE APPROPRIATE TIME THE
APPROPRIATE TIME THE APPROPRIATE TIME THE
APPROPRIATE TIME THE APPROPRIATE TIME THE
APPROPRIATE TIME THE APPROPRIATE TIME THE
APPROPRIATE TIME

THE APPROPRIATE TIME THE APPROPRIATE TIME THE
APPROPRIATE TIME THE APPROPRIATE TIME THE
APPROPRIATE TIME APPROPRIATE APPROPRIATE
APPROPRIATE APPROPRIATE APPROPRIATE APPROPRIATE
MAN, EVERY TIME

(just kidding)

MAN, EVERY TIME
(just kidding)

MAN, EVERY TIME

(just kidding)

FUCK YOU ALL

HAPPY ENDING

No No No No
No No No No

“Who cares if we are in the [censored]? Does it make a difference?”

“Why bother?”

QED

Sequel????????????